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Abstract
Image registration is a fundamental problem that can be found in a diverse range of elds within the
research community  It is used in areas such as engineering science medicine robotics computer vision
and image processing which often require the process of developing a spatial mapping between sets of
data  Registration plays a crucial role in the medical imaging eld where continual advances in imaging
modalities including MRI CTI and PET allow the generation of D images that explicitly outline
detailed in vivo information of not only human anatomy but also human function 
A common task within the medical imaging eld is the fusing of the complimentary and synergistic
information provided by the various imaging modalities  This process is known as multimodal registra
tion  Another common task is the registration of images of the same patient taken at dierent times
andor in dierent positions  This process is referred to as monomodal registration and can be used to
track any pathological evolution  Other applications include interpatient registration and patientatlas
matching  The rst two applications are generally solved with rigid registrations i e  only rotations and
translations are used in the transformation  However the last two examples are generally performed with
a nonrigid registration  This allows one image to be deformed to match another in order to account for
the nonlinear local anatomic variations that exist between the images 
Mutual information MI is a popular entropybased similarity measure which has recently experienced
a prolic expansion in a number of image registration applications  Stemming from information theory
this measure generally outperforms most other intensitybased measures in multimodal applications as it
only assumes a statistical dependence between images  Introduced in the computer vision eld in 

the basic concept behind its approach is to nd a transformation which when applied to an image will
maximise the MI between two images 
The power and versatility of this measure has been demonstrated many times in the literature and
consequently is now being routinely used in clinical applications  However despite the success and
popularity of its use it has been shown that there are cases when maximising the MI measure will lead
to incorrect spatial alignments  This may be due to the presence of local or spurious global extrema
which may be a result of several factors including interpolation artifacts small image overlap or the
absence of adequate spatial correlation in the images  As a result ongoing research into improving the
robustness of this measure is still continuing  This includes the investigation of hierarchical approaches
normalisation of MI multivariate MI incorporation of spatial information along with many other
optimisation algorithmic and implementation issues 
ii
MI has also recently found use in the nonrigid domain as often there exists a need to compute a nonrigid
multimodal registration  A prominent example is in the registration of preoperative and intraoperative
images  This allows the display of preoperative anatomical and pathological tissue discrimination in
the interventional eld  There have been numerous methods proposed for incorporating the MI measure
into a nonrigid registration  The most obvious distinction is whether the MI is calculated in a global or
local manner  There are also many ways of computing the smoothness of the deformation eld  Most
methods however ensure smoothness of the deformation eld by ltering of the vector eld andor by
regularisation terms to constrain local deformations 
This report presents a thorough introduction into the eld of medical image registration and its asso
ciation with MI  This includes a general overview of all registration techniques a more in depth look
at the original MI measure and its extensions proposed in the rigid domain an overview of nonrigid
registration techniques and nally a look at the use of MI in the nonrigid domain  On the whole MI
has proved to be a very successful measure and will no doubt be a signicant aspect in image registration
for years to come 
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Chapter  
Introduction
The eld of medical imaging has experienced a period of rapid development over the last two decades
and has consequently revolutionised the way in which modern medicine is practised  The emanation of
imaging modalities such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging Computed Tomography Imaging and Positron
Emission Tomography have bestowed upon the surgeon and other medical physicians the ability to peer
noninvasively into the human body  This provides the surgeon with not only detailed in vivo information
of human anatomy but also an insight into actual human function 
The role of medical imaging has progressed far beyond the simple goal of producing aesthetic pictures
of anatomy as seen in visualisation procedures 	   It has since developed into sophisticated
tools for use in clinical applications such as surgical planning image guided surgery surgery simulation
radiotherapy disease monitoring and many other varied and complex applications  The main aims
behind the use of medical imaging however may be summed up by two objectives namely diagnosis
and therapy  Diagnosis relies on the ability to extract quantify and most importantly to interpret
all the information obtained from the various imaging modalities  This step is necessary in order to
discriminate disease and also to facilitate further therapeutic solutions such as radiotherapy and image
guided surgery 
The advent of modern medical image processing techniques arose due to a high demand from clinical
applications  The capabilities of traditional medical imaging techniques however were far behind the
power of the hardware imaging devices  Only several years ago and even in some cases today it was
not unusual to nd hospitals that contain powerful and expensive D scanners yet they only posses D
image diagnostic procedures   In fact the traditional methods of viewing acquired images from any
modality was based on viewing the lms of twodimensional crosssections of a patients medical scan
on a lightbox  An example of what this light box method would have looked like for the attending
physician can be seen in gure    It is therefore necessary to advance image processing techniques
in order to realise the full power that these systems may oer  This has been one of the underlying
motivations behind extensive research into image processing areas 

   What is Registration Introduction
Figure   Light box showing many crosssections of a Patients MRI scan 
 What is Registration
Registration is a general term that is used to describe the process of developing a spatial mapping
between sets of data  Such a procedure can nd applications in many diverse elds within the research
community including engineering science medicine computer vision robotics and image processing 
Within these major elds registration has specic applications in areas such as stereo vision remote
sensing image stabilisation reverse engineering and automated manufacturing satellite navigation
photogrammetry videoimage compression and coding pattern recognition tracking video microscopy
and of course medical imaging  Some of these applications are only twodimensional applications
however threedimensional techniques are rapidly evolving and proving to be highly sophisticated and
extremely useful for many applications 
More specically the objective of registration is to match two or more images that are acquired for
example at a dierent time from dierent sensors or from dierent viewpoints   However due to
the immense complexity of the human anatomy medical image registration turned out to be a much more
dicult process than originally expected  A number of other factors also contribute to this complexity
including the distinct physical realities represented by the imaging modalities the dierence in patient
positioning and the varying image acquisition parameters 
 
A common task within medical image analysis is the automatic registration of D images of the same
patient taken at dierent times andor in dierent positions ie  monomodality case  This task is very
useful to detect any pathological evolution and to compute quantitative measurements of this evolution
  Another extremely important application is in the matching of images taken from dierent modal
ities  This is known as multimodal registration 
  This process allows the physician to combine
information from virtually any combination of imaging modalities and will prove to be extremely bene
cial for the surgeon during any decision making processes  An important example when this may occur
is during radiation therapy planning whereby CT and MRI are both used  CT is needed to calculate
the radiation dose while MRI is used because of its excellent ability for outlining the contours of the
target lesion  
 

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These above two applications constitute the majority of rigid registration applications  The term rigid
is given when only a rotation and translation is needed in order to bring any two images into alignment 
This process is based on sixdegrees of freedom and is used to overcome image variations or misalignments
due to patient positions or dierent imaging modalities  Often an ane registration is also commonly
used which also accounts for scaling and shearing of the images  However this type of registration is
still generally classied as being a rigid transformation 
When problems such as interpatient registration registration of images between two dierent individ
uals and registration of a patient with an anatomical atlas were encountered it was found that rigid
registration techniques were not adequate for the job  This is due to the inherent anatomical variations
between dierent individuals  ie  dierent individuals may have a dierent brain structure varying
in both size and shape  In order to overcome these problems algorithms that allowed an image to
be deformably matched to another image had to be invented  This class of techniques are generally
referred to as nonrigid registration techniques but are also known as deformable nonlinear or elastic
registrations  Within this class there are various subcategories which dene how much deformation
is allowed in the matching process  On the whole nonrigid registration techniques are a much more
complex problem 
An important concept that arouse in the computer vision eld during the mid s was an entropy
based measure known as mutual information  This measure has its roots in information theory and was
expected to have a promising future in the medical imaging eld  Since its introduction this measure has
experienced a prolic expansion in a number of image registration applications  Its power and versatility
has been shown by many dierent authors and is now used regularly in clinical applications  In particular
the strengths of this measure lie in multimodal registration as it does not assume the existence of any
particular relationships between image intensities  It only assumes a statistical dependence 
 Scope of the report
This review aims to give the reader an introduction into the eld of medical image registration and
to provide a comprehensive picture of mutual information and its use in this eld  The outline of the
report is as follows 
Chapter  presents a classication of current registration algorithms  This classication is based on a
number of criteria including dimensionality nature of the registration algorithm nature and domain
of the transformation user interaction optimisation procedure modalities involved and the type of
subject and objects used in the algorithm  This section is concluded with a discussion on the validation of
registration algorithms and other related issues  This chapter will also help in providing some background
knowledge which will be useful for putting mutual information into proper context 
An investigation into the mutual information measure is given in Chapter   This includes an overview
of its development and its various denitions and properties  A more in depth look is then given to
the two original mutual information techniques developed by Viola et al   and Collignon et al   
This is followed by a literature search into the many extensions and variations of the mutual information
measure that has been proposed since its original development 

  Scope of the report Introduction
An overview of nonrigid registration is provided in Chapter   General nonrigid registration techniques
will be discussed according to the way the deformation is formulated  Similar to Chapter  this chapter
will be helpful in providing background information for the following section 
Chapter 
 provides a literature review of mutual information in the nonrigid domain  The various ways
of integrating this measure into a nonrigid registration technique is discussed along with their various
advantages and disadvantages 

Chapter 
Overview of Image Registration
Techniques
The eld of image registration is an immense and ever expanding eld  By the early stages of 
there existed over  papers written on the registration problem as cited in a comprehensive survey
article written by van den Elsen et al  
  Since then the number of papers published have grown
exponentially  This technical report aims to present the reader with a thorough literature review on not
only mutual information but also general image registration techniques that are used in the medical
imaging eld  However because of the sheer volume of papers the presented review will be heavily
condensed and only the principle concepts of registration will be discussed 
This section of the report will present a classication of registration techniques  This classication is
based on a set of criteria that was originally proposed by van den elsen et al  
 and also used by
Maintz et al   at a later date  This is not the only existing classication however  Brown  proposed
a classication for general registration techniques not specic to medical imaging which included the
feature space similarity metric search space and the search strategy  However the set of criteria that is
used for this report includes the algorithms dimensionality nature of the registration algorithm nature
and domain of the transformation user interaction optimisation procedure modalities involved and
the type of subject and objects used in the algorithm  These criteria can be seen in Figure   showing
the taxonomy of registration algorithms  This section of the report will be useful for providing a general
overview of image registration techniques  The following chapter will introduce mutual information and
discuss it in terms of rigid registration in more depth 
 Dimensionality   D D D
The most obvious classication that can be deduced from the evergrowing set of image registration
techniques is the number of dimensions that are used in the registration process  This can range from
a simple D registration process right up to a complex timeseries registration of D data ie  a D
process  The issues regarding the dimensionality of registration algorithms shall be grouped into those
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that do not deal with time series registration and those that do  Thus the algorithms that do not deal
with time series registration only deal with spatial dimensions 
  Registration involving Spatial Dimensions
From the algorithms that only deal with spatial dimensions a further grouping may be made ie 
D D  Most current research directions are in the area of D registration which is a much more
complex domain than D registration  D registration is a process whereby the set of threedimensional
transformation parameters must be found in order to nd the correct spatial mapping between two sets
of D tomographic images 
D registration is used for several circumstances within medical imaging  The obvious use is in the
registration of two or more D images of an imaging modality  This process is a much simpler task
compared to D registration because of the reduced data size and also because of the reduced parameter
set which is used in the registration  Another important application of D algorithms is in the process
of reconstruction  This is the process of generating a D image from a series of D slices  Before each
separate slice can be stacked to previous slices it is important that each slice be registered with its
neighbouring slices if the resulting D image is to resemble the anatomical region that it was originally
scanned from  The reconstruction process was particularly important before the advent of modern D
imaging systems as early imaging devices could only acquire D scans of an object 
Another denable area of the dimensionality criteria is in the registration of D to D images  An
example of this is the registration of D tomographic data to a D projection image such as an Xray 
This process is often employed during surgical intervention ie  intraoperative procedures  Another
example is the registration of a D image and one tomographic slice acquired at another time  This
may also be useful during a surgical intervention when a surgeon needs to take only one slice in order
to validate that certain surgical procedures were carried out as planned  It may also be used to register
an entire volume image of one modality to one tomographic slice of another modality  This is often the
case with an entire volume image such as MRI or CTI that is registered to a single SPECT image 
It is important to note that any registration algorithm that is involved in intraoperative procedures must
be extremely ecient and fast in order to be carried out in real time during the period of intervention 
However most of the other applications that involve registration can be done outside the surgical
theatre allowing for less stringent time constraints on the computation time required to complete the
registration process  Thus it is the clinical relevance of the required registration algorithms that should
set constraints on speed issues 
   Registration of Time Series
Another area of registration is in application to a set of images acquired over time ie  time series
registration  Such a procedure allows medical practitioners the ability to monitor several dierent
situations which may arise during a patients life  Perhaps the most obvious application is in the study
of the evolution of a tumour  during which images are acquired over a period of time days weeks
months years and are inspected to determine factors such as the rate of growth  This ability is also
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extremely important for the study of certain other pathologies such as multiple sclerosis and Parkinsons
disease  Both of these diseases leave physical evidence or markers behind which typify the existence
of the pathology  These lesions or indicators will also evolve with time  Thus by tracking the scans
of a patient over time it is possible to characterise the existence of certain diseases and study their
behaviour  
Other applications of time series registration is in the monitoring of bone growth usually in children 
However this process takes place over a substantial amount of time  Also the monitoring of a patients
healing after a surgical intervention or some other form of medical procedure such as radiotherapy is
another extremely important application of time series registration  This usually occurs over a much
shorter interval  Other applications include the monitoring and evaluation of the eect of certain drugs 
 Nature of the Registration Algorithm
The nature of the registration algorithm is an expression that is used to describe the method of the
registration algorithm in terms of what characteristics or features are matched between images  This
is an area in which registration algorithms may dier signicantly  The main distinction that can be
made is between those that use extrinsic or intrinsic methods 
   Extrinsic Methods
The rst breed of registration algorithms developed employed the use of extrinsic methods  These
techniques are based on the introduction of foreign objects into the imaging space by attaching them
in some way to the patient before imaging  These foreign objects often referred to as ducial markers
are designed in such a way so that they appear visually in the resulting images acquired after scanning 
It is also important that these ducial markers are easily distinguishable from any other region in the
image  This is the main objective behind the use of extrinsic methods as these easily distinguishable
features may then be used in the registration process 
Perhaps the most well known form of ducial marker is the stereotatic frame  This is a device which
is screwed into the patients skull before imaging and until recently registration methods employing the
use of a stereotactic frame were deemed as the gold standard   A stereotactic frame is also heavily
used in nuerosurgery for guidance purposes and also in other stereotactic procedures  a blind surgical
procedure whereby the target is approached from a small twistdrill hole in the patients skull  
There are also other invasive markers that can be used including screw mounted markers 
As extrinsic methods have been designed with the registration process in mind they are quite accurate
and also remarkably fast  This is due to the fact that it is known when the images are registered
as the corresponding ducial markers will be appropriately aligned  This removes the need for any
elaborate optimisation algorithms that generally slow the registration process down dramatically  Also
extrinsic methods are often limited to only rigid transformations since by denition extrinsic methods
cannot include any patient related information  However the obvious disadvantages of extrinsic methods
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includes their prospective nature ie  steps must be made prior to the imaging process and their invasive
nature with respect to patient comfort 
The methods discussed thus far in this section have all been invasive techniques for obvious reasons 
There are however a number of noninvasive techniques that are still based on extrinsic methods  These
include skin markers which can be glued to the patients skin individualised foam moulds and other
head holder frames and also dental adapters have been used  These noninvasive methods however
do not posses the great accuracy of their invasive companions  One important factor when considering
what type of material to use for the extrinsic marker is whether it is compatible with the intended
imaging device  For example no metal objects can be present during an MRI due to the extremely high
magnetic elds generated during imaging  So it is important to pick a compatible material that is also
easily detectable by the desired imaging modality 
    Intrinsic Methods
Intrinsic methods oer an enormous area of exploration for the solution of the registration problem 
These methods are based solely on the information which is contained within the patients scan and
does not rely on the introduction of any articial objects into the imaging process  Intrinsic methods
range from simple points that correspond to an anatomical landmark to complex D structures that are
used in the matching process  More specically intrinsic methods are subcategorised into the following 
 Anatomical landmarks
 Segmentation based
 Intensity based
Anatomical Landmarks
The rst form of intrinsic based registration used anatomical landmarks as the matching feature be
tween images  Anatomical landmarks are points within the image that can be identied by a user
usually interactively and identied by a trained medical physician and which correspond to some
distinguishable point within the morphology of the anatomical image  Technically the identication of
anatomical landmarks is a manual segmentation process  However the segmentation based methods
are reserved to those that use much more complicated means to segment higher order structures andor
processes that are solely implemented by computational means 
Registration methods using anatomical landmarks are usually only rigid transformations  This is due
to the small number of points which can be used as stable anatomical landmarks  However if the
number of points obtained were increased then it would be possible to implement some higher order
transformations  Since the number of points usually available in this process are limited the resulting
optimisation procedures can be quite ecient generally using simple measures such as the average
distance between corresponding landmarks 

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Anatomical landmarks are also often used in conjunction with other methods  One pertinent example
is in the use of other registration algorithms that are often prone to local optima minima or maxima
due to the optimisation process  By constraining the optimisation problem with the positioning of
anatomical landmarks then these local discontinuities may be avoided 
Segmentation Based
Segmentation based methods oer an enormous and comprehensive range of possibilities for solving the
registration problem  They are labelled with this name as a segmentation or other feature extraction
process must be executed in order to obtain features required for matching  This segmentation can be a
user guided or automatic computational procedure  The resulting features utilised include geometrical
points curves and surfaces 
Geometrical points like anatomical landmarks are point features obtained from an image  These are
the lowest order segmentation methods available and are usually extracted in an automatic fashion 
These types of features are generally referred to as geometrical landmarks as they can be considered
stable points within the image ie  landmarks which can be reliably used in the matching process 
Although these type of points can be considered analogous to anatomical landmarks for the purpose
of this report they are classied into the segmentation based methods because of the computational
process which must be undertaken in order to extract the points  These points are usually generated
using some means of dierential geometry and like anatomical landmarks are generally only used for
rigid registration processes 
The remaining curve and surface segmentationbased methods can be categorised into rigidmodel or
deformable model based   The term rigidmodel is used to simply describe that the same anatomical
structure is extracted from both images that are to be matched  These matched features are typically
surfaces however curves are also quite common e g  crest lines proposed by Thirion et al  
 	 
Rigid based segmentation methods are a popular form of registration algorithm used in clinical practice
particularly the surface based approaches  One of the most well known and well used methods is the
Head Hat algorithm   This approach relies on a simple segmentation step in order to extract the
skin surface from the imaging modality  A distance metric dened between the two extracted surfaces is
then used to compute the transformation  Other popular surface based techniques include Hierarchical
Chamfer Matching  	 and the Iterative Closest Point algorithm   
One disadvantage of surface based techniques is that the registration accuracy is often restricted by the
accuracy of the segmentation step  However they are still capable of performing reliable and accurate
registration if the presegmentation step is performed precisely  These registration techniques are also
commonly automated  The presegmentation step however is usually executed semiautomatically 
One application that rigid based segmentation methods are well suited for is in intrasubject registration
ie  registration of images acquired from the same patient  This is because the surfaces which are being
matched are generally the same as it is obtained from the same individual  However this type of
approach is not generally sucient for intersubject registration ie  registration of images acquired
from dierent patients  This is where deformable model based registration methods are much more
applicable  Deformable based approaches allow one image to be deformed in order to match it with
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another image  This allows the inherent anatomical dierences that exist between dierent individuals
to be overcome  This type of approach is not only well suited for intersubject registration but also
registration of a patients data with an anatomical atlas  Another dierence is that deformable models
are not represented by point sets as in the rigid model based methods  Rather they are usually
expressed in the form of localised functions such as splines  However these concepts relating to non
rigid registration shall be addressed further Chapter  of the report 
Intensity Based
Intensity based registration methods also referred to as voxel property based methods are signicantly
dierent from segmentation based registration methods  These methods operate directly on the intensity
or grey level values within the image and thus do not need to utilise complex segmentation procedures
or other feature extraction methods in order to obtain features required for matching  These approaches
are generally the most exible and robust of all registration methods as they make no assumptions on
the underlying information contained within an image  There are also numerous ways in which the
image data may be utilised in the registration process   However they can be quite computationally
expensive as they operate on the full image content rather than a representative structure such as a
surface 
The rst form of intensity based methods were known as principal axes and moment based methods 
These methods operate by rst reducing the entire image data into a set of vectors  This is accomplished
by the extraction of the zeroth and rst order moments or sometimes higher from within the image 
The eect of this is to extract the images centre of gravity and its corresponding principal axes  The
registration process then lies in nding a transformation that will match the images centres of gravities
and overlay their respective principal directions  Although these techniques are simple and fast they are
not very accurate as they are often susceptible to any physical dierences in the images being matched 
However they are often used in a preregistration step in order to obtain an initial coarse alignment 
Another signicant group of intensitybased methods are those based on correlation  These methods
were introduced to help overcome the problem of the diering levels of intensity values between images 
This was accomplished by assuming that there existed some linear correlation between the intensity
values of two images  However these techniques make a strong assumption regarding the relationship
that exists between the intensity values of dierent images   As a consequence correlation methods
have proved to be of little service in multimodal applications and generally only produce reasonable
results in monomodal applications  This is also the case for many other intensitybased methods i e 
certain techniques are well suited to one application compared to another   Thus although intensity
based approaches are often revered because of their robustness and versatility their real value can only
be judged individually 
Perhaps the most promising intensitybased approach introduced for improvement of multimodal regis
tration techniques is mutual information 
  This measure is based on the entropy of image intensities
and derives its origins from information theory  It can be used to compute an optimal registration by
adjusting the relative position and orientation of the images until the mutual information between the
two is maximised  This technique provides a more exible and robust approach compared to most other
intensitybased techniques and is rapidly nding itself being used in more and more clinical applications 

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The main focus of this report is to examine the use of MI in registration procedures  Chapter  will
cover MI in the rigid domain while Chapter 
 examines MI in the nonrigid domain 
There are also numerous other intensity based algorithms that employ dierent techniques  Some of these
include minimisation of variance of intensity ratios histogram clustering minimisation of the histogram
entropy of dierence images maximisation of zero crossings in dierence images minimisation of the
variance of grey values within segments Fourier domain based methods sum of squared dierences
and maximum likelihood approaches  Generally all intensity based methods are implemented in an
automatic fashion and the majority of the applications are found in intrasubject monomodal and
multimodal registration  These applications usually employ only rigid or ane global transformations
however they are also recently nding more use in nonrigid applications as well 
 Nature 	 Domain of the Transformation
This criteria of the classication deals with the nature and domain of the transformation that is employed
by certain registration algorithms  These concepts will now be described in the following subsections 
  Nature of the Transformation
Registration techniques are often grouped into two very general categories namely rigid and nonrigid
registration  This is known as the nature of the transformation  This classication however is not
adequate to suciently describe the dierences which may exist between various registration algorithms 
A more specic approach is to classify registration algorithms into the following categories 
 Rigid
 Ane
 Projective
 Curved
A rigid transformation is the most fundamental of all registration techniques  Such a transformation
involves only a rotation and translation in order to bring the images into alignment  An ane transfor
mation incorporates a shearing into the rigid registration process  This eectively maps parallel lines
onto parallel lines  A scaling factor is also often incorporated into an ane transformation  A projec
tive transformation is one in which any straight line is mapped onto another straight line  These lines
however may not necessarily be parallel  The nal transformation is a curved transformation  This is
one in which any straight line is mapped onto a curve  A curved transformation is also often referred
to as an elastic transformation 
As you descend the transformations listed above the mathematical and thus the computational com
plexity of the transformation increases dramatically  This concept can be seen in the implementation of
certain registration algorithms in clinical applications  Often rigid registration algorithms are employed

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in realtime surgical interventions for instance to register intraoperative images to preoperative images
acquired earlier  However it is often rare yet becoming more prevalent to nd an elastic based regis
tration that is involved in a realtime application  A comparison of issues relating to the computation
complexity of many registration algorithms is presented in 
 
Each of these above transformations may be modelled as a special case of its successor except for the
curved transformation which has no successor  For example an ane transformation can be represented
as a special case of a projective transformation ie without the scaling factor or a scaling factor that is
unity  Another fact to consider is the composition of more than one transformation  If this is employed
in any techniques then the resulting transformation can be classied to be the same as its most complex
transformation used  For example if a rigid and a curved transformation is composed into one technique
then the resulting transformation is a curved transformation 
   Domain of the Transformation
The domain of the transformation deals with the concepts of global or local transformations  Before
explaining this any further the notion of a transformation must rst be understood  A transformation
can be dened as a mapping of points in one image to a new set of points in another image  However
this mapping can be applied to the image globally or locally  A global transformation is the case when
the entire image is mapped in the same way ie  a single equation can be given which maps the entire
image  A local transformation is the case when the image is mapped in a dierent way depending on the
spatial location  Thus local transformations are much more complex procedures and are much harder
to express concisely 
Figure   presents a series of D transformation examples  This gure is helpful in understanding the
relationship between the nature and the domain of transformation 
  Related Issues Regarding the Transformation
Global rigid transformations are by far the most utilised registration techniques seen throughout the
literature and in clinical applications  This is due to the concept of the rigidbody constraint that can
be successfully applied to many situations in the registration eld  The rigidbody constraint is a simple
assumption made regarding the object being registered which assumes that the object is a rigid body
ie  nothing internal may move  This assumption is valid for a large number of registrations involving
the head 
Most multimodal registrations for example assume the rigidbody constraint  Intrasubject registration
also generally makes this assumption  Although the brain may move internally between successive
acquisitions of the same patient this assumption is still usually valid as a good approximation  However
for intersubject registration registration with an atlas and registration of other parts of the body for
example the abdomen the rigidbody constraint is no longer adequate 
Global rigid transformations are quite simple to implement  Only six parameters need to be calculated
in order to characterise them ie  three rotation parameters and three translation parameters for each

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principal direction in any D image  This consequently implies a fast computation time as compared
to a local curved transformation  It is also possible to compute a global transformation based on
the information contained in only a small portion of the image ie  a small region of interest  The
transformation parameters are then calculated from this small region of interest and can then be applied
to the entire image 
Local transformations are rarely used in the literature especially lower order transformations such as
the rigid ane and projective transformations as compared to curved transformations  This is because
local transformations usually disrupt the continuity in an image ie  the transformed image contains
gaps or tears that were not present in the images prior to the registration 
  These type of local
transformations may also be unrecoverable  This means it is unable to reproduce the original image by
application of the inverse transformation 
Projective transformations generally are rarely used in the literature  They employ a method that
has little physical relationship to most applications required in medical image registration  Their main
application is in the registration of DD images such as in the matching of a projective image such as an
Xray with a D tomographic data set  These transformations are well suited for this application as they
can account for the projection eects introduced into the D Xray images  Projective transformations
are also sometimes used as a special case of curved transformations when their successor performs
insuciently or the amount of parameters that need to be found becomes too large to be eciently or
eectively computed 
Ane transformations are used in instances when certain shearing eects must be corrected or when the
image scaling factors or gantry tilt information are unknown or incorrect  This sometimes needs to be
employed in the registration of MRI images as they inherently suer from geometric distortion eects 
As a general rule seen throughout the literature rigid and ane transformations are global  However
curved transformations are generally local  This is a logical approach by registration researchers as
by denition the rigid body constraint is global and hence there is no need to locally register certain
locations in an image any dierently to other locations 
Local curved transformations are limited almost completely to intrinsic methods only  This too is
another logical concept as by denition any method employing local transformations must only make
use of the available information in that location  This concept also seems logical in another sense
that local curved transformations are used to overcome any local anatomical dierences which may be
present in diering images  These type of methods are generally deformable modelbased or intensity
based methods eg 
  In either case certain constraints are imposed on the transformation to
ensure smoothness of the deformation eld  These issues however will be described in more depth in
Chapter  of the report 
A classication which is helpful in understanding the concepts of deformation with respect to rigid and
nonrigid registration is one proposed by BroNeilsen   This classication is used to explain the
varying degree of deformation which can be involved in the registration process  The three main cate
gories are termed rigid transformation elastic deformation and free deformation  Thus any registration
will have a deformation which is contained by one of these or between any of these categories as the rst
and third category represent the outer limits of any registration process  The concept of these three
categories is illustrated in Figure   

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To further illustrate the use of rigid and nonrigid registration Figure   is presented  This gure shows
a simplied brain that is being matched to another that diers in size and shape quite signicantly  The
rst step shows a rigid registration only rotation and translation then the second step shows the
nonrigid registration that is used to overcome the local anatomical dierences  
 Interaction
This criteria of the classication deals with the amount of interaction that is required by the user of the
registration algorithm  Within this criteria three subcategories can be dened  These are listed below 
 Interactive
 SemiAutomatic
 Automatic
Traditional manual methods whereby a trained physician visually found a spatial mapping between two
images can be classed into the interactive category  With any interactive methods the user generally
does all the work manually with some help from a software based platform that displays the current
state of registration to the user  Interactive methods may also often supply an initial guess for the
registration required  It is then left up to the discretion of the user whether or not this guess is used 
Fully interactive systems are seldom used in the literature  This is due to the inherent subjectivity which
is introduced into the registration process by the interaction with humans  Also these methods rely
heavily on adequate and often very expensive visualisation software to display and provide controls to
manually manipulate images 
Semiautomatic methods are quite popular especially in clinical applications as they still allow some
small control inputs from the user  This is often a good idea in applications where the result of the
registration process can have profound eects on the end result  Thus the attending physician generally
desires to oversee the registration process in order to make sure it has aligned and converged properly

 
Usually two dierent approaches exist for the semiautomatic methods  The rst is where a user generally
has to supply an initialisation to the registration procedure  This can involve either a guess to the
required transformation or the generation of features required for the matching eg  a user segmentation
to extract surfaces  The other semiautomatic approach is one in which the user generally oversees the
registration procedure and provides some input to steer the process in order to make sure it converges
properly  This may involve the user to accept correct alignments andor to eliminate false alignments 
Fully automatic methods are the most objective methods currently available as they require no control
inputs or initialisations to be entered by the user  In a fully automatic system the user generally only
supplies the images that need to be registered and maybe some other parameters which dene certain
characteristics such as what imaging modalities the input images where acquired from  It is these type
of registration approaches that are currently experiencing a rapid serge in research 

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Extrinsic methods which involve the introduction of foreign objects into the imaging space are usually
automated due to the ducial markers easy detectability and the resulting easy registration imple
mentation  Intrinsic methods are also usually automated  However numerous techniques employ a
semiautomatic approach  Segmentation based methods for example require the user to provide the
segmented structures before the registration process can begin  Other methods including geometric land
mark based methods ie  based on dierential geometry characteristics of surfaces and also intensity
based methods are generally implemented in an automatic fashion 
As briey mentioned above most of the current research is directed towards the development of fully
automated registration systems  However not all clinical applications necessarily benet from this
approach  There generally exists some form of tradeo relationship between the user interaction the
resulting speed of the registration process and other design criteria such as the robustness  Sometimes
user interaction may improve the speed of the registration quite considerably as the user may reduce
the search space and eliminate false registrations  However one of the main goals behind the pursuit
of fully automatic systems is to eliminate the subjectivity introduced from user interaction ie  what
one user deems as an adequate registration may be dierent from another users standards  Generally
if the registration algorithms are robust they can perform adequately in the form of a fully automated
system 

 Optimisation Procedure
This section of the report discusses the optimisation procedures that are employed by registration
algorithms in order to compute the required transformation parameters  The parameters that are
obtained are then used to drive the registration process  A global rigid transformation only requires six
parameters to describe the transformation  However an elastic or viscous uid registration will typically
have hundreds thousands or even millions of parameters  The two main distinctions that can be made
between registration optimisation procedures are listed below 
 Direct methods
 Approximation or searchoriented methods
A direct method obtains the transformation parameters directly from the available information  How
ever approximation methods search for the transformation parameters based on some form of optimi
sation of a function dened in the parameter space 
The computation method for the direct approach relies solely on the nature of the registration algorithm
as described in Section   of the report  Generally global transformations that compute the required
parameters directly only involve small amounts of information i e  only a small set of features are used
in the process such as sets of corresponding points e g  
  As the number of points increases so too
does the accuracy of the registration  Local transformations can often be computed directly from the
local information available in the image and does not require a set of features to be predened 
Optimisation procedures that search for the transformation parameters generally accomplish this by
formulating the registration model in a mathematical equation that incorporates the transformation

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parameters  The transformation parameters are then computed in order to optimise the dened function
in some sense  An example might be to nd the transformation parameters that minimise a certain
distance metric which is computed between the two images  Or it may involve the maximisation of a
similarity criteria such as the correlation or mutual information between the two images  Monomodal
registration procedures are usually less complicated as the similarity between images from the same
modality are easier to dene and hence compute 
If the optimisation procedure employed in the registration is well behaved ie  the optimisation func
tion forms a quasiconvex shape then any of the numerous standard and well researched optimisation
techniques can be employed  Some examples of these optimisation methods are listed below 
 Powells method 
 The renowned NewtonRaphson iteration method 

 The downhill simplex method
 Gradient descent methods
 Geometric hashing 

 LevenbergMarquardt optimisation
 Brents method and series of D searches
 Stochastic search methods  

 Genetic methods
 Simulated annealing
 Quasiexhaustive search methods 
If the optimisation function used by the registration process is not well behaved then the only technique
that allows the transformation to be computed is an exhaustive search of the entire parameter space 
Such a method involves extreme amounts of computational time due to the lengthy process of applying
each value for each registration parameter in essentially a trial and error basis  Thus exhaustive searches
are not very practical methods 
Quite often a multiresolution approach is adopted in a registration procedure  Such a technique is
based on the concept of initially computing a registration on a rough scale and then successively rening
the resolution until the nal registration at the highest level is completed  This is accomplished by rst
down sampling the images and then computing the registration based on these down sampled images 
Figure  
 illustrates the concept of multiresolution registration   Quasiexhaustive searches benet
particularly from the use of multiresolution approaches as it reduces the number of transformations to
be examined 
Hierarchical registration is another extremely important technique that is increasingly being used in the
literature  These techniques produce an increase in performance and accuracy and avoid the problems
of local minima that are often encountered in optimisation procedures such as gradient descent methods 
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The concept of hierarchical registration is based on the use of low complexity registration techniques to
account for the bulk of the variation in diering images  Higher order transformation methods are then
used to rene the registration until it is complete 
Multiresolution techniques are essentially a hierarchical based approach except that the same algorithm
is used but at diering resolution levels  This mimics the use of registration algorithms that dier in
complexity rather than resolution level  An example of a hierarchical approach is one in where a global
rigid registration is rst used to overcome the external dierences between images of two dierent
patients  An example of an external dierence is the dierence in patient orientations between two
images  A nonrigid registration is then used to overcome the inherent anatomical dierences between
the individuals 
More than one optimisation technique may sometimes be employed in a registration process  Generally
a fast optimisation method is used to generate an initial coarse registration and then a more complex
optimisation is adopted to rene the registration  This is again another form of a hierarchical based
approach  These issues will be further described in Section    for MIbased rigid registration and in
Section   for nonrigid registration 
There are a few registration techniques that do not employ traditional optimisation procedures  An
example of this is the ICP algorithm designed by Besl et al    This technique uses an optimisation
technique which is designed specically for its own purpose  There are also a number of other rigidbased
registration techniques which are grouped into this category  
 
 Modalities Involved
This section of the classication deals with the modalities that are involved in the registration process 
More specically any registration can be grouped into one of four categories depending on the modalities
involved  These are listed below  
 Monomodality
 Multimodality
 Modality to model or atlas
 Modality to patient
Monomodality registration is the most obvious and most basic form of registration  It involves the
registration of images acquired from the same imaging modality  These are less complicated registration
processes as compared to multimodal registration as the variation between dierent images is easier
to model  Monomodal registration is often involved with intrasubject registration ie  same modality
same patient  This type of registration can be used to monitor the evolution of a pathology evaluate the
eectiveness of a certain treatment and can also be involved in certain subtraction imaging processes
such as the one required for digital subtraction angiography 
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As mentioned in the introduction of the report multimodal registration is the process of matching images
acquired from dierent imaging modalities  This allows the fusion of complimentary and synergistic
information which is obtained from the various modalities  Thus multimodal registration can allow
functional information such as that obtained from PET images to be represented in the context of
soft tissues images obtained from MRI which can then be represented in the context of bones images
acquired from CT  There are obviously many dierent combinations of imaging modalities that are
involved in registration processes  Examples include MRIPET CTIMRI USMRI DSAMRI and
many more  An example picture showing a completed MRIPET registration can be seen in Figure  	 
Another interesting application of multimodal registration is in the matching of preoperative images
with intraoperative images 
  One such example is when preoperative images are overlaid on video
images of the patient that are taken during the surgical procedure  This creates an augmented reality
 and is extremely useful in helping to direct the surgeon  An example of the registration of a pre
operative tomographic image to a video image is seen in Figure    This image was acquired from
the medical vision group at the MIT AI Lab  Such an approach gives the feeling that the patient is
transparent as one can look inside to see the internal anatomical structures 
A registration that involves an imaging modality and a model is one in which tomographic images are
matched with an anatomical atlas or some other model  Such a procedure can facilitate automatic
segmentation  This can be accomplished once a registration is found between the atlas and the image
allowing the topological information stored in the atlas to be transfered directly to the patients scan 
Other information can also be exchanged during this process  This may include functional relational
and other hierarchical information  
Modality to model registration is also benecial to many other tasks in the medical eld particularly to
the statistical analysis of populations  As many images from many dierent patients can all be registered
to the same anatomical atlas then the creation of a statistical database can be accomplished  Thus
allowing researchers to investigate anatomic variability in human populations and other characteristics
such as pathologies age gender dissymmetry  and any other genetic or demographic factors 
  Also see  for a good review of the use of registration in brain mapping procedures 
Modality to patient registration is slightly dierent in that it doesnt only involve images or some form
of tomographic model such as an anatomical atlas  Its aim is to align the actual patient with a modality
which is often required in some medical applications  Examples include radiotherapy and other intra
operative applications  In the former case the patient is aligned into correct position with the aid of
Xray simulation images which are registered to preoperative images  Although this method consists of
a registration between two dierent types of images its purpose is solely to correctly align the patient
with the modality that is to be used for treatment 
 Subject
This classication refers to the subject or subjects that are involved in the registration process  Such
registrations may involve for example the matching of images acquired from one patient or between
dierent patients  The main distinctions are listed below 
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 Intrasubject
 Intersubject
 Subject to model or atlas
Intrasubject registration is the most commonly used throughout the literature  This is the registration
of images acquired from the same patient  This type of registration can be used for almost any form
of diagnostic or therapy procedure including intrasurgical procedures  It often operates collectively
with multimodal registration in order to combine all the complimentary information obtained from the
dierent modalities and on the same patient 
Intersubject registration is slightly more complicated as the transformations must overcome the inher
ent anatomical dierences that exist between dierent individuals  Hence most of the intersubject
registration algorithms are based on curved transformations and consequently only operate on intrinsic
characteristics of the images  An intersubject registration can also be implemented by using another
approach  This approach is based on the modality to a model registration that was described in the
previous section  If each subjects image is registered to the anatomical model or atlas then eectively
both subjects images are registered to each other thus producing an intersubject registration 
Subject to model registration is essentially the same as modality to model  Thus all the discussions
presented in previous sections of the report regarding this type of registration are all applicable in this
case as well  An interesting approach for the automatic building of an anatomical atlas is presented in
 
 
 Object
Registration algorithms can nd application in many dierent areas of the human body  Some of the
parts of the body which benet from the use of registration algorithms as seen in the literature are
listed below 
 Head
 Thorax
 Abdomen
 Pelvis
 Limbs
 Spine
As previously discussed in the report the object involved in the registration process will control the
nature of the registration algorithm  This concept can be illustrated with an example of abdomen
registration as compared to an intrasubject head registration  As the abdomen is certainly not a rigid
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object the registration can not assume the rigidbody constraint  Thus a nonrigid or deformable
registration will need to be employed  However the intrasubject head registration can adequately be
implemented with a rigid transformation 
Although registration is capable of being applied to any part of the human anatomy the most common
object found in the literature is the head  This is due to the extreme importance that head image
registration is given by medical physicians and researchers alike  This however does not stop certain
registration algorithms that have been developed for the head being applied to other applications 
 Validation and Related Issues
The concept of validation is extremely important in order to assess the relative capabilities and weak
nesses of any image processing algorithm  However it is especially important for medical applications
as their performance may have direct consequences on the patients involved  The concept of validation
is one that has only recently been given the importance that it deserves  It has consequently seen an
increase in the amount of time and eort that researchers have expended in a quest to solve many of
the problems that are related to it  It is the aim of this section to present some of the problems and
ideas involved with the validation of registration algorithms 
Validation of registration results is a very hard matter as the algorithms employed are usually tailored for
specic applications  Although adhoc techniques can be very eective for specic applications they are
generally hard to implement for new applications 		  Perhaps the main diculty in validation is that
it is hard to obtain a gold standard that can be used as a basis for comparison of dierent registration
algorithms  It is also extremely hard to quantitatively measure the accuracy of any particular registration
algorithm  Although they can be subjectively assessed no statistical approaches adequately quantify
the eectiveness or accuracy of any registration algorithm  Some of the problems involved with the
validation process are succinctly described in the following quote 
The diversity in problems and their applications has been the cause of the development of
enumerable independent registration methodologies  This broad spectrum of methodologies
makes it dicult to compare techniques since each technique is often designed for specic
applications and not necessarily for specic types of problems or data  
One thing that is a necessity for adequate validation is the development of a quantitative measure that
can be used for assessing the registration accuracy  Such a measure requires ground truth information 
However the existence of such information is not available in clinical practice  This means that some
other methods that can be used to describe the accuracy needs to be determined  Some approaches that
have been used to characterise registration accuracy involve the use of phantoms  Phantom studies are
based on the registration of images that are acquired from either the imaging of a physical phantom
such as a synthetic brain model or from a software based phantom ie  simulated images   Although
certain phantom studies are helpful in providing some ground truth information that can be controlled
in certain aspects they are still limited due to the amount of condence that can be instilled in the
results obtained from their use with respect to clinical practice 
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As described in the previous paragraph there exists a need to develop ways to quantify registration
accuracy  This task however seems to be somewhat of a dilemma wrapped in an enigma  If such a
method existed then this measure could be used in the actual registration process itself   However
to date there exists no such method 
A set of criteria can be created to characterise validation concerns regarding image registration tech
niques  This set of criteria was presented by  and shall be discussed accordingly  The list of criteria
is as follows 
 Precision
 Accuracy
 Robustnessstability
 Reliability
 Resource requirements
 Algorithm complexity
 Clinical use
The rst criteria of precision is a system property that is used to describe what type of errors are typically
encountered in a registration algorithm given a certain input ie  what are the typical systematic errors 
For example if a registration algorithm performs the required registration with a resolution of  voxels
then is is expected that the registration will be performed with a precision of within  voxels when the
input is ideal  Accuracy however is a more direct measure of the registration  It refers to the true
error that exists at specic locations within an image  It is this property that is of direct interest in
clinical applications  A good example presented by  is when a surgeon may point at a screen and
say I must make an incision here  How accurate can this location be determined on the patient It
is the accuracy of the registration that can answer questions such as this 
The accuracy of registration algorithms can be measured both qualitatively and quantitatively  A
qualitative approach is generally based on visual inspection by trained medical physicians to see if
corresponding structures are eectively overlapped onto each other  A quantitative approach however
relies on more mathematical or statistical techniques in order to quantitatively measure the accuracy 
The robustness of a technique refers to its ability to perform adequately in noisy environments  This
criteria is closely related to the stability criteria which implies that the algorithm should not produce
erratic results in slightly dierent situations for example when a tumour may exist in an image  The
reliability criteria refers to the basic requirement that the algorithm should perform the same task
repeatedly in a reliable fashion 
The criteria of resource requirements and the algorithm complexity go hand in hand  If a complex
algorithm is required for complex deformations then obviously the resources required to perform such
a task will be higher than compared to that required for less complex rigid registrations  These two
criteria are also generally heavily related to the clinical application  If an algorithm is required to be
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implemented in realtime for use during surgical interventions then it will be required to be fast and
ecient thus increasing the resources required 
The clinical use criteria refers the the concepts of whether it is a viable proposition to implement a
certain registration algorithm in clinical applications  Or will some other easier and cheaper method
suce eg manual methods  It is seldom that one particular registration algorithm will meet all of
the above criteria  However the criteria that must denitely be met will be determined by the required
application and by common judgement 
Few registration papers actually follow up on the use of the registration algorithm that was proposed
in the initial publication  This is another reason requiring the conduction of more validation studies 
In fact validation studies are only recently beginning to be conducted  A good example of a validation
study is presented by West et al  
  In this study the authors use a prospective registration technique
based on external methods ducial markers which is used as a gold standard to perform an objective
blinded evaluation of the accuracy of other retrospective image registration techniques  In a later study
 the authors explain that before algorithms can be used routinely in clinic methods must be provided
for distinguishing between registration solutions that are clinically satisfactory and those that are not 
They present a methodology for evaluating the ecacy of the visual assessment of registration accuracy 
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Figure   A taxonomy for the classication of registration algorithms 
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Figure   Examples of rigid ane projective and curved D transformations in both the global and
local domain 
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Figure   Examples of registering an object according to rigid elastic and free deformation motion 
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Figure   Matching two dierent brains using both rigid and nonrigid matching 
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Figure  
 Multiresolution registration technique 
Figure  	 Registered MRIPET images  This allows functional information to be viewed in the context
of anatomical information 
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Figure   Preoperative image registered to a video image of a patient  Reproduced with permission of
owners co Articial Intelligence Laboratory Massachusetts Institute of Technology Surgical Planning
Laboratory Brigham and Womens Hospital 
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Chapter 
Mutual Information in the Rigid
Domain
Mutual information MI is an information theoretic topic that has quickly become one of the most
popular techniques available for use in image registration  It has been used successfully in the computer
vision eld and also heavily used in the medical imaging eld where it is progressively setting the
standard for accuracy and robustness in multimodal image registration  The basic concept behind this
approach is to nd a transformation which when applied to an image will maximise the MI between
two images  This technique along with other intensity based techniques works directly with the image
data and negates the need for any preprocessing or segmentation  The MI technique however is more
exible and much more robust than other intensity based techniques such as correlation  
MI originated many decades ago from works based on entropy and its roots stem from information and
communication theory  However it was rst introduced into the eld of image registration during the
mid s by two separate yet independent authors Viola et al   
 and Collignon et al    
Both authors developed techniques to perform image registration however the dierence lay in the way
MI was formulated 
The success of MI registration lies in its simplicity as it is considered to be quite a general similarity
measure  It makes very few assumptions regarding the relationship that exists between dierent images 
Assumptions regarding linear correlation or even functional correlation are not made  It only assumes
a statistical dependence  This assumption has been perhaps the main underlying reason as why this
measure has outperformed most other intensity based techniques in multimodal registration  Even
though dierent modalities produce images which can dier greatly this assumption can be reected by
the following idea  given that dierent modalities are imaging the same underlying anatomy then there
will be some inherent MI between the images 
This chapter examines the MI measure and looks at the steps leading to its development  Denitions and
properties are given along with a detailed inspection of the original MI techniques developed by Viola
et al   
 and Collignon et al     A literature review will then be provided that investigates
the various extensions and variations of the MI measure since its introduction 
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The research leading up to the development of MI began in the early s  At this time a new breed
of registration methods were born that operated only on the intensity values within an image  They
did generally not require any prior segmentation or feature extraction methods to enable evaluation
of the correct registration  As discussed in Chapter  these type of registration techniques are gen
erally referred to as intensitybased or voxelbased techniques  These earliest approaches were based
on matching of moments and principalaxes that were extracted from the intensities within an im
age  Correlationbased approaches were the next family of intensitybased techniques to emerge  These
techniques however were generally not useful in multimodality matching as intensity values in dierent
modalities are usually not functions of correlating parameters 
 
The rst landmark registration method that began a new trend towards developing more adept multi
modal registration was proposed by Woods et al  
 in   Woods assumed that regions of similar
tissue in one image would correspond to similar regions in the second image  This would in turn be
reected in the intensity values in these regions  The measure that was proposed to quantify this rela
tionship was the ratio of intensity values for corresponding points within a particular region  To compute
the optimal registration the average variance of this ratio was minimised 
The primary drawback of Woods measure is that certain regions within the two images must be manually
edited before the registration  To help overcome this Hill et al  
 proposed an adaption to Woods
measure by using a feature space in the form of a D joint histogram  These histograms are constructed
by binning intensity pairs from the two images into a D matrix where the x and yaxis represent the
intensity distribution in the rst and second image respectively  This feature space shows groupings or
clusters of intensity values that correspond to overlapping anatomical structures between the images 
The structure of this feature space however also depends on the current alignment of the two images 
At correct alignment these clusters represent the overlapping of corresponding anatomical structures 
However during misregistration this clusters will disperse and new clusters may be formed as diering
anatomical structures will begin to overlap  Examples of this feature space are shown in Figure   for
two identical images that are registered together in a and nonregistered in b  Notice how there
exists a linear relationship in the joint histogram for two identical images at correct registration 
Hills original method depended on selecting regions of similar tissue by identifying them in the joint
histogram  However Hill et al  later proposed the use of the third order moment or skewness of the
joint histogram 	  This measure was used in order to provide an estimate of the amount of dispersion
in the feature space  This dispersion can be easily seen in the joint histograms in Figure   as the image
becomes increasingly misregistered 
The rst authors to propose the use of entropy as a registration measure was Collignon et al   and
Studholme et al   in 
  The entropy measure however was originally developed in communication
theory by Hartley in  
  This measure was dened in order to provide a measure of the amount
of information contained in a messagesignal  Considering a message as a string of symbols his entropy
measure was dened as H  n log s where n is the number of symbols and s is the number of symbol
possibilities  Thus this entropy measure increases linearly with the total number of symbols in the
message i e  its length 
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 a  b
Figure   Joint histograms a Registered b Nonregistered  Notice the joint histogram becomes
dispersed during misregistration 
Hartleys entropy measure was later extended by Shannon in    Shannons measure was an
improvement over Hartleys in that it accounted for the probability of each symbol occurring in the
entropy measure  Hartleys entropy however assumed that each symbol was equally likely to occur 
Shannons entropy was dened as H  
P
i
p
i
log p
i
  This new measure illustrates that the amount of
information gained from an event is inversely proportional to the probability of that event occurring  A
similar analogy can be made when deriving the entropy of a probability distribution  The entropy of a
distribution that resembles an impulse function will be much lower than a distribution which behaves
like a uniform density  This is because it is much easier to predict a value from an impulse distribution
than it is to predict for a more dispersed distribution such as the uniform density  Similarly an image
with little variation will have a lower entropy than an image with large variations 
Thus the entropy measure is helpful in providing a measure of information variability or dispersion 
Both Collignon et al   and Studholme et al   applied this measure to compute registrations
between two images  The appropriate registration was actually found by minimising the joint entropy of
the images i e  nding the transformation which resulted in the least amount of dispersion in the joint
histogram  This alignment would correspond to the correct registration when corresponding anatomical
structures in the images overlap each other 
The nal stage in this research movement was the introduction of the MI measure itself  As this measure
also has its roots in information theory and is based on entropy it was a logical next step to pursue  MI
was proposed for image registration at the same time by two separate yet independent authors Viola et
al   and Collignon et al    Although the same measure is used both groups of authors formulate
the measure in slightly dierent ways and rely on slightly dierent methods to estimate probability
densities  The details of these two approaches are discussed in much more depth in a following section
of the report 
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There are two main denitions of MI that are used in the literature  Both are based on the Shannon
entropy described in the previous section however their formulations and interpretations are slightly
dierent  Both of these measures can also be calculated for messages signals images etc  In this section
though the denitions will be described in the general case of random variables 
The rst denition given here is explicitly based on entropy  It relates the MI between two random
variables to their marginal and joint entropies respectively  This is given by the following expression 
IX Y   HX HY HX Y   
This expression shows that the MI between any two random variables IX Y  is given by the sum of
their respective marginal entropies HX HY  minus their joint entropy HX Y   For the case of
image registration this expression is maximised in order to estimate the alignment of one image with
respect to the other such that they contain the most information about each other 
Notice that by maximising this above expression the joint entropy is also being minimised simultaneously
due to its negative weighting  Thus there is a strong correlation between minimising the joint entropy as
used by Collignon et al   and Studholme et al   to estimate the alignment with the least amount
of dispersion in the joint histogram and maximising the MI  The distinct dierence however is that
maximising the MI also entails nding the transformation that yields the highest marginal entropies 
This addition to the joint entropy measure makes MI much less sensitive to issues dealing with small
overlap and overall a much more powerful metric 
Equation   can also be related to the conditional entropies between two random variables  This
relationship is expressed by the following 
IX Y   HXHX jY 
 HY HY jX  
The terms HX jY  and HY jX are the conditional entropies of X given Y and Y given X respectively 
As HX is a measure of the amount of uncertainty about X  then HX jY  represents the amount of
uncertainty left in X when Y is known  Thus the MI measure can also be interpreted as the reduction
in the uncertainty of X when Y is known i e  the amount of information that Y contains about X   
The same analogy can be drawn for the reverse case  a measure of the amount of information that X
contains about Y  
A set theory representation or Venn diagram of the entropies discussed above is given in Figure  
  It represents the entropies of two random variables and highlights the MI when they overlap 
In the continuous domain the entropy of a random variable is found by evaluation of the following
entropy integrals  These two integrals are used to evaluate the marginal and joint dierential entropies
respectively 
hx  
Z
 
 
px log pxdx
hx  y  
Z
 
 
px  y log px  ydxdy  

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H(X) H(X|Y) H(Y|X)
I(X,Y)
H(X,Y)H(Y)
Figure   A set theory representation of entropies and mutual information 
The terms hx and hx  y are the marginal and joint dierential entropies while the terms px and
px  y are the marginal and joint probability density functions of the random variables x and y  These
integrals are evaluated over the entire space of the density functions 
When the probability density functions are only known at discrete locations the entropies are found
using the discrete form of the entropy integral 
HX  
X
x
p
X
x log p
X
x
HX Y   
X
x y
p
X Y
x  y log p
X Y
x  y  
The second denition of MI that is commonly used in the literature is not explicitly dened in terms
of entropy  Rather it has been formulated using the KullbackLeibler measure  also commonly
referred to as Shannons Information  This is given by the following expression 
IX Y  
X
x y
p
X Y
x  y log
 
p
X Y
x  y
p
X
xp
Y
y

 

In this expression the terms p
X
x p
Y
y p
X Y
x  y are the marginal and joint probability densities
of X and Y  as discussed previously  These random variables are maximally dependent when they are
related by a onetoone mapping ie p
Y
y  f p
X
x say  They are also statistically independent if
their joint density is the product of their marginal densities i e  p
X Y
x  y  p
X
xp
Y
y  Thus MI
is a measure of the degree of dependence of the random variables X and Y   When formulated using
the KullbackLeibler measure in equation  
 MI measures the distance between the joint distribution
p
X Y
x  y and the distribution associated with complete independence i e  p
X
xp
Y
y   This
measure is bounded below by complete independence and bounded above by onetoone mappings 
MI has many properties which make it very suitable for image registration algorithms  Some of these
properties are described in table    
 Original Mutual Information Techniques
This section of the report will outline the original MI techniques developed by Viola et al   and
Collignon et al    Violas technique is formulated in terms of entropy and uses a method to estimate
the probability densities known as Parzen window density estimation  Collignon however formulates MI
in terms of the KullbackLeibler measure otherwise known as Shannons information  This approach

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Nonnegativity IX Y   
Independence IX Y    p
XY
x  y  p
X
xp
Y
y
Invariance IX T X  IX X T is a onetoone mapping
Symmetry IX Y   IY X
Self information IX X  HX
Boundedness IX Y   minHX  HY 
 HX HY 
 maxHX  HY 
 HX Y 
 HX HY 
Table   Some properties of Mutual Information 
relies on the use of normalised frequency histograms  Both approaches however involve the use of a
nonparametric method to estimate the underlying density functions 
Optimisation is another important aspect which must be considered with any registration algorithm 
For MI registration the type of optimisation technique that is used depends on the way in which MI
has been formulated  The optimisation techniques that are used for the two original approaches will be
discussed along with their description  A brief discussion about the similarities and dierences between
the two main approaches will also be presented 
 Parzen Window Technique
The technique developed by Viola et al    
 is based on an entropy formulation that uses Parzen
window density estimation  This is a nonparametric technique that is used to estimate the underlying
probability density distribution of a function signal image or the like  We will now consider the most
general case of registering two volumes of image data ie  D images 
In Violas formulation the rst image is referred to as the reference volume and the second image as
the test volume  The goal of this process is then to register the test volume in order to correctly match
it with the reference volume  A voxel within the reference volume is denoted by ux and a voxel within
the test volume is denoted by vx where x are the coordinates of the voxel  The registration process
is aiming to nd a transformation T that maps coordinates in the reference volume to coordinates in
the test volume  Thus vT x is a test volume voxel that is associated with the reference volume voxel
ux 
The aim is to seek an estimate of the transformation that registers the two volumes together by max
imising their MI 

T  argmax
T
I ux  vT x  	
Using the notation described above the MI between the reference and test volumes may be formulated
according to equation    This results in the following expression 
I ux  vT x  h ux  h vT x  h ux  vT x  

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where hx and hx  y are the marginal and joint entropies discussed in Section   and are generally
found by solving the entropy integrals given by equation   
The MI dened in equation   is split into three components  The rst term is the entropy of the
reference volume  The second term is the entropy of the test volume into which the reference volume
projects  Notice that the second term is a function of the transformation T  however the rst term is
not  The nal term is the joint entropy of both the reference and the test volume and it contributes to
the whole expression when the two volumes are functionally related 
Finding the entropy of the image volumes involves integration of their probability density functions as
described by equations    This presents some problems as the image probability density functions
are unknown  However an estimate can be calculated from a sample of the image data  The rst step
is to approximate the underlying probability density pz by a superposition of functions centred on the
elements of a sample A drawn from z
pz  P

z 

N
A
X
z
j
A
Rz  z
j
  
In this equation P

z is the Parzen window density estimate N
A
is the number of trials in the sample
A and R is a window function which integrates to  
The window function can take on a number of forms however Viola et al  assume a Gaussian density
function to simplify subsequent derivations  The Gaussian density is given by
G

z  
 n
 
jj
 
 
exp
 



z
T

 
z

 
where  is the covariance of the Gaussian function  Thus evaluation of the entropy integral becomes
hz  E
z
lnP

z  
Z
 
 
P

z lnP

zdz  
The solution to the above integral however is extremely dicult to evaluate analytically  Due to this it
is approximated as a sample mean
hz  

N
B
X
z
i
B
lnP

z
i
  
where N
B
is the number of trials in the second sample B  Thus an approximation for the entropy of a
random variable z may be written as follows 
hz  h

z 

N
B
X
z
i
B
ln

N
A
X
z
j
A
G

z
i
 z
j
  
The next step in this process is to estimate the entropy of the term vT x which is a function of the
transformation T   In order to nd a maximum of the entropy or MI then the gradient with respect
to the transformation T  must be ascended  The derivative of the entropy can be shown to be 

d
dT
h

vT x 

N
B
X
x
i
B
X
x
j
A
W
v
v
i
  v
j
v
i
 v
j

T

 
d
dT
v
i
 v
j
  
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Figure   ab Two D test signals c plot of the derivative of MI verses translation for the two
signals 
where v
i
 vT x
i
  v
j
 vT x
j
  v
k
 vT x
k
 and
W
v
v
i
  v
j
 
G

v
v
i
 v
j

P
x
k
A
G

v
v
i
 v
k

where W
v
v
i
  v
j
 is a weighting factor which takes on values between one and zero 
The term
d
dT
v
i
 v
j
 given in the entropy derivative is usually separated into gradients of the test
volume intensities and the derivative of the transformed coordinates with respect to the transformation
T  e g  for the term
d
dT
vT x
i
 its derivative can be expressed as
d
dT x
vT x
i

dT x
dT
 
The approximation of the entropy as seen in equation   is used to evaluate the MI between the two
images as seen in equation    However to obtain a maximum of the MI an approximation to its
derivative will have to be calculated  This is shown as follows 
d
dT
I ux  vT x 
d
dT
h

ux 
d
dT
h

vT x 
d
dT
h

ux  vT x  
Note that the reference volume is not a function of the transformation  Thus its derivative which is
the rst term on the right hand side is zero  The other two terms can be computed using equation
   Thus the registration of the two images can be computed  For a more complete derivation and
description of the implementation refer to  
 
Figure   shows a plot of the derivative of MI verses translation for two identical D signals  Notice
that the derivative collapses to zero when there is no translation between the two signals 	 
Viola et al  solve the registration problem by using a stochastic analog of gradient descent in order to
nd a local maximum of the MI  This is solved in a iterative process whereby the current transformation
is estimated from its previous estimate and the current estimated derivative of MI with respect to the
transformation  This is described by the following procedure 
Repeat
A  fsample sizeN
A
drawn fromxg
B  fsample sizeN
B
drawn fromxg
T  T  

dI
dT

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The parameter  above is known as the learning rate  It controls the rate of convergence of the
algorithm  In order for convergence to occur this learning rate must be decreased over time  This
process is repeated until a certain number of iterations or until convergence is detected 
This approach is based on stochastic approximation a scheme whereby noisy derivative estimates are
used in the optimisation of a function instead of using the true derivative  This is helpful in two ways 
Firstly an accurate estimate of the derivative could be obtained by exhaustively sampling the data 
However this approach becomes extremely computationally extensive  Thus by using smaller sample
sizes less computations will be required  The eect of this however is that extra noise is introduced
into the derivative estimate 
The second advantage is that the additional noise that is introduced into the smaller sample sizes have
the ability to help the optimisation escape from local minima  These noisy estimates can be seen very
easily in the plots given in Figure  c  Gradient descent optimisation methods are particularly prone
to the eects of local minima  Thus by providing the optimisation with noisy estimates the algorithm
can escape from small local minima  Viola et al  
 state that these stochastic estimates usefully
combine eciency with eective escape from local minima 
  Frequency Histogram Technique
This technique developed by Collignon et al    is slightly dierent from the technique developed
from Viola in that it uses frequency histograms or D scatter plots to estimate the probabilities of the
image intensities rather than using Parzen window density estimation  Also this approach does not
involve the explicit use of entropies  Instead it formulates MI in terms of the KullbackLeibler measure
or Shannons Information as described by equation  
 
The algorithm described by Collignon et al    can be summarised by the following equation


 argmin



X
s
pf
 
T

s  f

s log


pf
 
T

s  f

s
pf
 
T

s  pf

s


 

where f
 
and f

represent the two images and s is a sample of coordinates inside the image f

  T

s is the
transformed sample R

s t

for a given rotation matrix R

and translation vector t

  Thus f
 
T

s
is the set of intensities from image f
 
sampled at the rigidly transformed coordinates T

s  pf
 
  f

 is
the joint intensity distribution which can be obtained by normalising the D frequency histogram or
D scatter plot ie 
pf
 
  f

 
Hf
 
  f


N
 	
where N is the number of coordinates in the overlapping part of sample s and Hf
 
  f

 is the D
frequency histogram  The histogram is formed by binning of the corresponding intensity pairs into a D
matrix for the overlapping part of the two images  The marginal density functions as given in equations
 
 and  
 can then be estimated by a summation over the joint histogram in the x and y directions
respectively  Collignon et al  also uses rescaled intensities f
i
 g
i
 g
min
i
n
i
where g
i
are the original
image intensities  The reason for this rescaling will be described in the following section 
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The number of voxels that can be used in the sample s to calculate the MI criteria can vary depending
on the speed and accuracy requirements  Either all of the voxels of f

 a subset or a superset can
be used  The aim of subsampling is to increase the speed performance  The aim of supersampling
is to increase the accuracy  However care must be taken when using a superset as an appropriate
interpolation method must be selected  This is required to nd the intensity values at coordinates that
do not coincide with the voxel coordinates of f

  Another factor that must be closely watched is the
sampling rate when using subsamples  It is important that the density pf
 
T

s vary smoothly with
 in order for the MI to be well behaved and for the optimisation to function eectively  This condition
can be satised when the subsampling rates do not become too small 
When the sample coordinates are transformed they will generally fall in between voxel coordinates
of image f
 
 thus interpolation will be required here also  The interpolation methods that can be
employed range from simple nearest neighbour methods to more complex trilinear interpolation methods 
However to ensure subvoxel accuracy more complex methods other than nearest neighbour must be
used  However problems arise with trilinear interpolation or most interpolation methods as they
introduce new intensity values in the image ie  reweighted intensities that did not exist in the original
image  These new intensities can introduce unpredictable changes into the density pf
 
T

s as a
function of changes in   To overcome this problem Collignon et al  used a method known as trilinear
partial volume interpolation  This method uses the same weights as trilinear interpolation however
rather than using these weights to average the intensity values they are used to distribute the voxel
volume of the intensity from f

in the frequency histogram over the intensity values of all nearest
neighbours in f
 
  This interpolation method is illustrated in Figure   
w4
P4
w2 w1
w3
TP
P2P1
P3
Figure   Trilinear partial volume interpolation distributes the contribution of the transformed point
TP  over multiple histogram entries dened by its  nearest neighbours using the weights w  w  w  w 
Collignons search strategy used to solve equation  
 employs the use of Powells locally converging
optimisation algorithm  To use this technique the user must supply an initial estimate of the required
transformation  This estimate must also lie within the algorithms capture range for the optimisation
to succeed  This is the largest drawback of this technique because if the initial estimate is not adequate
the algorithm will not converge to the true value due to the many local minima in the MI function  An
example of a D MI function is given in Figure  
 verses translation in the rst plot and rotation in
the second plot  Collignon et al  conduct the rst few iterations using nearest neighbour interpolation
to increase speed and then switch to a more complex interpolation method for nal iterations  A
	
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Figure  
 a D plot of MI verses translation and b MI verses rotation for two identical D images 
The maximum in the plots yield the correct translation and rotation respectively 
similar process is undertaken in terms of the sampling rates i e  begin with subsamples and switch to
supersamples during the nal stages of optimisation 
 Relationship Between Techniques
The main dierence between Viola and Collignons techniques lie in the way the MI similarity metric
has been formulated  Viola uses an expression based on entropy while Collignons is based on the use of
Shannons information measure  Both of these techniques rely on the ability to estimate the underlying
probability density functions  However the methods that are employed also dier slightly  Viola uses a
nonparametric density estimation method known as Parzen window density estimation which consists
of convolving each data measurement with a weighting function in this case Gaussian and using the
sum of these windows as the estimate of the density  Collignon however uses the normalisation of
frequency histograms  Violas approach however requires a second sample to estimate the entropy while
Collignon can estimate the MI directly from the density estimates 
The frequency histogram has been used widely in many research areas to estimate the probability
density of any random process  This estimator has been compared to the Parzen estimator in a study
to determine their eectiveness in estimating both monomodal and multimodal distributions   It
was shown that the error of the Parzen density estimates decreases faster as a function of the number
of observations than that of the frequency histogram  This indicates that the Parzen density estimates
are asymptotically more ecient 
Another advantage of the Parzen technique is that various window functions can be used during
the estimation process  Common windows are the Gaussian or rectangle functions  The eciency of
these windows however greatly depend on their width or the variance of the window function  This
variance must be appropriately assigned according to the type and variance of distribution that is being
estimated  Viola et al   simultaneously estimate the variance of the Parzen windows along with
the registration transformation parameters  The best estimate of the variance is taken as the one that
minimises the empirical entropy a process akin to maximising the likelihood 
Figure  	b shows an example of a Parzen density estimate taken from a  point sample of a Gaussian
with zero mean and variance  as shown in Figure  	a  The estimated densities in b are derived
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Figure  	 a Example  point sample from a Gaussian with zero mean and variance   b Parzen
density estimates derived using variances ranging from  to   c Plot of entropy verses Parzen
window variance  Around the minimum the entropy is not very sensitive to the variance 
using the following variances    
      
    Notice that as the variance increases from the
minimum the estimated density begins to resemble the Gaussian from which it was sampled from 
Figure  	 c shows a plot of entropy verses the Parzen window variance  Notice that the optimal
variance for the Parzen windows would lie somewhere along the large minimum of this function where
the entropy is not very sensitive to the variance 
Collignon et al  also mention in their approach that Parzen windowing can be used to reduce the eect
of image noise and to increase the reliability of the probability estimates   Collignon also rescales
the intensity values of the original image as described in section     In a practical sense this is
equivalent to binning of the frequency histogram and can be considered a crude approximation of using
Parzen windows 
The nal dierence between the techniques developed by Viola and Collignon is due to optimisation
dierences  Viola uses a stochastic approximation to gradient descent while Collignon uses Powells
locally converging optimisation algorithm which does not require the calculation of gradients  It only
uses function evaluations to nd the optimum  Violas approach combines eciency with an eective
means of escape from local minima by using noisy derivative estimates in the gradient descent  However
Collignons algorithm is subject to local minima and requires a close initial estimate of the required
transformation  Various other methods of optimisation have been used in the literature  These will be
discussed in the following section 
 Extensions to Mutual Information Registration
Since the original proposals of MI many researchers have begun to work with this measure and inves
tigate its power robustness eciency and other issues of relevance  The power and accuracy of this
measure has been demonstrated many times by many dierent research groups using a wide range of
imaging data 	   
  Consequently this measure is now being routinely used in many clinical
applications 
    However as with all things there are always areas for improvement  Also
there is often cases when MI registration can lead to erroneous matches  As a result researchers have
proposed extensions improvements or alterations to the measure  This section will provide an overview
for some of those extensions proposed 

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In most cases the aim of the extension proposed has been to improve the robustness of the measure
in some form or another  This may include improved robustness against noise and local minima in
variance to certain image features image defects or image overlap and many others  These issues
may be addressed through optimisation issues adaptations and extensions to the measure or even by
incorporating other information or measures into MI matching  Other extensions have been proposed
to increase the speed of registration either through the specic use of certain optimisation algorithms
or specic algorithm adaptations  The extensions that will be discussed in this section are listed below 
 Hierarchical approaches
 Normalisation of MI
 Multivariate MI
 Incorporation of spatial information
 Optimisation issues
 Algorithm specic speed improvements
 Implementation issues
 Application specic issues
 Measures related to MI
 Comparison Studies
 MI in Stereo Vision
The majority of the research literature however deals with implementation of MI for very application
specic purposes  This may include for example registration of a certain set of images from specic
modalities  Although these issues will be addressed briey the aim of this section is to provide an
overview of the signicant extensions or improvements to the MI measure  Application specics will be
left as further reading for those who are interested 
 Hierarchical Approaches
Hierarchical registration is an important technique that can be used to increase the performance speed
and accuracy of a registration algorithm as well as helping to avoid problems of local minima that are
often encountered in optimisation procedures  These issues were highlighted in Section  
  Generally
hierarchical approaches are categorised into those that use increasing model complexity or increasing
data complexity  The later choice generally referred to as multiresolution approaches is one form of
hierarchical registration whereby the registration is computed initially on a rough scale  The resolution
is then progressively rened using the current transformation as an estimate for the next resolution
level until the nal registration at the highest level is complete 
There are a number of dierent ways of generating images with increasing data complexity  The main
two approaches are based on the use of scale spaces or pyramids   The rst case is where the
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image size is constant in all levels however the images range from those that contain only the most
signicant global structures to those that contain ner details  This is generally achieved by convolution
with specic lters  Multiresolution approaches based on pyramids dier in that the image size is also
reduced in each successive level  Thus creating the extra advantage of increased speed due to reduced
data sets 
The multiresolution approaches used for rigid MI registration are generally based on the pyramid ap
proach in order to increase the speed more signicantly  Unser et al   was one of the earliest to use
multiresolution approaches in image registration  Studholme et al   later used multiresolution as a
basis for comparison of some intensitybased similarity measures for MRPET registration before the
introduction of MI  Thevenaz et al   explored certain MI implementation issues such as the width of
Parzen windows and proposed to tune them to a resolution level in a pyramid  Multiresolution methods
were further demonstrated to be more robust than singleresolution approaches by the same authors in
 
The interpolation schemes used during multiresolution approaches were also shown to be quite signi
cant on the accuracy and robustness of the registration   However these interpolation issues will
be discussed in a following section  Related multiresolution approaches are again used by the same au
thors in   when using a continuous image representation rather than discrete based on spline
interpolants generated using a splinepyramid 
Maes et al   investigate the performance of optimisation and multiresolution methods for MI max
imisation aiming at increasing speed for high resolution images  A twolevel multiresolution approach
using the simplex conjugategradient or LevenbergMarquardt optimisation method was found to be
the most ecient systematically outperforming Powells method applied at full image resolution by a
factor of at least three  Results demonstrated that high resolution CT and MR images can be robustly
matched in less than 
 min CPU time using current workstations  Further discussions on optimisation
issues will be found in Section   
 
Pluim et al  	 also investigated the eects of multiresolution approaches to MI registration aiming to
increase the speed while maintaining accuracy and robustness  The multiresolution approach was shown
to be appropriate for high resolution images achieving an average acceleration factor of almost two 
However it was not recommended for images with a lower resolution  Gaussian blurring followed by
equidistant sampling before registration was shown not to improve the performance of the multiresolution
method when compared to only equidistant sampling 
  Normalisation of MI
Although MI has been applied successfully to a range of imaging modalities there are cases when the
maximum of the measure does not lead to the correct spatial alignment  This may be caused due to the
presence of local or spurious global maxima 
  Also since medical images may often have a limited
extent and overlap the MI measure for the transformation estimates may be derived from very dierent
regions within the images  Thus making the measure a function of image similarity in the region of
overlap as well as a function of local image content within the overlap 	 
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In an attempt to reduce the eects caused by small regions of overlap two independent groups proposed
the use of a normalised MI measure in  Studholme et al  	 and Rodriguez et al  
  Studholme
et al  	  proposed to relate the changes in the joint entropy to the marginal entropies of the two
images derived from their region of overlap  This was accomplished by dening normalised MI Y X Y 
as the ratio of the sum of the marginal entropies and the joint entropy  This is given by the following
expression 
Y X Y  
HX HY 
HX Y 
 
The eect of this normalisation improves the behaviour of the measure for a range of imaged elds of
view signicantly enhancing the overlap invariance of the measure  In a similar fashion Rodriguez et
al  
 also proposed a normalised MI measure  However this was accomplished via the use of a weight
based on the size of the region of overlap  The normalised MI was shown to provide a larger capture
range and is more robust with respect to the optimisation parameters than the nonnormalised MI 
Rodriguez et al  
 also use a deterministic entropy measure in their MI registration algorithm  The
deterministic entropy measure known as Jumaries Sentropy rst proposed by Jumarie in  	
 by
passes the estimation of the image intensity distributions as seen in original MI techniques  Rodriguez
et al  
 are the only researchers found that use another version of entropy for image registration
as opposed to using Shannons entropy  They show that the optimisation of MI with the deterministic
entropy measure takes on average fewer iterations than when using Shannons entropy measure  They
conclude that the normalised MI using the deterministic entropy measure is a faster and more robust
function for registration than traditional MI 
 Multivariate MI
As the MI between any two images is summarised by quite an elegant and simple expression several
researchers have investigated whether this measure could be easily extended to include three or more
images  Studholme et  al   were one of the rst to propose this  They present a technique to
rigidly align PET images with intensity distorted MR images  These intensity inhomogeneities can
often result during the acquisition of MR images  This causes the same tissues to have a dierent
MR signal at dierent locations along the length of the patient  The authors proposed to incorporate
this phenomenon into the registration measure by encoding MR intensity and spatial location along the
direction of distortion in a three component MI measure  The MI measure of any three random variables
can be expressed as follows 
IM  Z N  HM HZ HNHM Z N  
Studholme et  al   introduce an encoding of displacement Z to distinguish between MR intensities at
dierent locations along the axis of distortion where M and N represent the MR and PET intensities
respectively  Thus in this way no functional relationships are assumed to exist between M and Z 
Instead Z is just being supplied as additional information about M   Studholme et  al   formulate
this relationship by the following expression 
IM Z N 
X
mM
X
zZ
X
nN
pm  z  n
pm  z  n
pm  zpn
 
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Similarly to Figure   this relationship can be summarised by a set theory representation of the
entropies involved as given by Figure    
I(M,Z;N)
H(N)
H(M,Z)
H(M,Z,N)
H(M|Z,N) H(Z|M,N)
H(N|M,Z)
Figure   A set theory representation of the entropies involved when formulating the MI between two
images with a third 
Although a three variate MI measure is used in  the third component is only an encoding of
displacement  At a later stage Boes et al   proposed a multivariate MI measure i e  a three
variate cost function for driving the registration of an image volume to a pair of coregistered image
volumes  By adding this extra information contained in the third image into the registration cost metric
faster optimisation convergence and better nal accuracy resulted  This type of approach is useful for
situations where the addition of more information can lead to solution convergence or improve accuracy 
 Incorporation of Spatial Information
A signicant disadvantage of MI and other information theoretic similarity measures is that they ignore
the presence of any spatial information which may exist in or between the images being registered
  As a result of this there may be cases when MI registration can fail  The reason why MI fails
to incorporate spatial information stems from the use of rst order approximations of entropy and joint
entropy the entropy used in original MI techniques  A simple example illustrating this idea is shown
in the following gure  The MR image in Figure  a has a relative entropy of 	
  However after a
random permutation or rearranging of the pixels in this image as shown in Figure  b it still has a
relative entropy of 	
 
As can be seen from the gure there is no spatial information whatsoever in the second image  However
its histogram will be identical thus resulting in an identical entropy  Several researchers have proposed
to increase the robustness of the MI measure by incorporating some form of spatial information into the
measure  Studholme et al   incorporated MI with a connected region labelling into an automated
image registration algorithm  This allowed the separation of certain voxels with the same intensity
when they belong to separate regions  Rueckert at al   proposed the use of higherorder MI using
cooccurrence matrices of neighbouring voxel intensities  An example of higherorder MI can be second
order MI calculated using secondorder entropy  The secondorder entropy of an image is dened as
follows 
H

X  
X
i
X
j
pi  j log pi  j  
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Figure   An MR image a and a random permutation of the same image b  The entropy of both
images are identical 
where pi  j is the joint probability that a voxel has intensity i while its neighbouring voxel has intensity
j  These joint probabilities can be estimated from a D histogram or cooccurrence matrix of the voxel
pairs  An expression also exists for the secondorder joint entropy which is required to formulate the
secondorder MI 
Multiresolution approaches discussed earlier also present another avenue of incorporating spatial infor
mation  Smoothing or spatial blurring of the images which is performed at successive levels implicitly
incorporates spatial information into the registration process   This is due to each intensity at a cer
tain level in the resolution pyramid being generated from a series of intensities in a local neighbourhood
at the resolution level below 
Pluim et al   propose another way of incorporating spatial information into MI matching  This is
accomplished by combining gradient information with MI  The gradient term seeks to align locations
of high gradient magnitude and also aims for similar orientations of the gradients at these locations 
The combined measure is shown to yield a better behaved registration function  It is less sensitive
to low sampling resolution has better smoothness and a larger attraction basin contains fewer erro
neous maxima leading to the global maximum from a larger initial misregistration and has decreased
interpolation induced local minima 
Another interesting extension of MI matching has been proposed by Rangarajan et al     The
authors present a MIbased registration method for matching unlabelled point features  Traditional MI
registration is based solely on the intensity information within an image  In this approach however the
intensity information is no longer used  Rather the point feature location information is used  A novel
aspect of the approach is the emergence of correspondence between the two sets of features as a natural
byproduct of the joint density estimation  This algorithm can then be used for the geometric alignment
of pointsets or images once feature points have been extracted  Thus this is equivalent to incorporating
spatial information in the form of feature points in D space  The points are then registered using a MI
distance measure based on the locations in D space of the feature points 
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 Optimisation Issues
The eld of optimisation is an old and heavily investigated area of research  In fact there are so
many dierent strains and methods of optimisation that this section could ll the entire report by itself 
However as optimisation is generally seen as a tool which can be applied to a range of elds this section
will provide only a general overview of some optimisation issues with respect to the MI measure 
The basic process for optimising MI is to express the measure in terms of the transformation parameters 
This will describe an n dimensional space where n is the number of transformation parameters to be
solved for  The transformation that maximises this measure is then estimated via the optimisation
process  Note the basic assumption that the transformation that yields a maximum is assumed to
correspond with the correct transformation that registers the images 
The two main categories of optimisation methods that are used to solve for the transformation are either
gradient or nongradient based  As described in Section   Violas technique  is solved using a
gradient descent approach with noisy estimates of the derivatives  Generally most approaches that
employ Parzen windows rely on gradient descent techniques  Collignons technique however  was
originally solved using Powells locally converging optimisation method which relies solely on function
evaluations rather than derivatives  This is one of the most used optimisation methods for the MI
techniques that rely on frequency histograms  This approach optimises each transformation parameter
in turn  However other researchers have utilised the Simplex method which is also based solely on
function evaluations but solves for all parameters simultaneously    Other methods based on
function evaluations are hillclimbing  and simulated annealing   
Thevenaz et al    present an interesting approach whereby they represent images as a polynomial
spline  This gives a continuous image representation as opposed to traditional discrete representations
and subsequently allows for closedform expressions of the gradient and Hessian of the MI criterion
using Parzen windows which satisfy the partition of unity condition  These derivatives are then used
in a MarquardtLevenberg optimisation process which takes advantage of both the robustness of the
gradient approach and the eciency of the Newton algorithm 
Optimisation issues are also often addressed with multiresolution approaches simultaneously as de
scribed in Section     Maes et al   present an investigation of the performance of optimisation and
multiresolution methods for MI registration aiming at increasing speed for high resolution images  Maes
et al    also derive analytic representations of the gradient using frequency histograms and show
that the MI registration criterion is a continuous function of the ane registration parameters when
partial volume interpolation is used  The authors investigate both gradient and nongradient based
optimisation strategies  It was shown that a twolevel multiresolution approach using the simplex
conjugategradient or LevenbergMarquardt optimisation method was found to be the most ecient 
These methods outperformed Powells method applied at full image resolution by a factor of at least
three  Results demonstrated that high resolution CT and MR images can be robustly matched in less
than 
min CPU time using current workstations  Readers requiring further information on optimisation
issues are referred to the cited literature 
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 Algorithm Specic Speed Improvements
Apart from decreasing algorithm computation time through the use of specic optimisation strategies
or multiresolution techniques acceleration can also be accomplished via specic lowerlevel algorithm
improvements or adaptations  Meihe et al   present a fast implementation of Violas MI method by
reducing the amount of exponential calculations required by the algorithm  Originally there are n


exponential calculations per iteration  However the number of these calculations can be reduced by
using an index table for estimating the Gaussian density functions  The index table is optimally pre
computed using automatic segmentation based on zerocrossing of the wavelet transform  This approach
reduces a majority of the exponential computations to simple indexintensity comparisons  The table
lookup process is speeded up using a search mechanism based on probability priority  The authors show
a speedup factor of   for 
 samples and 
 
 for  samples i e  speedup increases with the number
of samples used 
Sarrut et al   recognised that most current intensity based registrations make use of similarity
functions computed with joint histograms  The computation of these histograms can take to ! of the
total computation time  Sarrut et al  propose a method to accelerate the computation of histograms in
the case of ane transformations with a slight loss of accuracy  Results show that a speed up of greater
than  is possible using partial volume interpolation and near  for nearestneighbour interpolation
without signicant loss of precision in the nal result 
	 Implementation Issues
Apart from the formulation of the MI measure and selection of the appropriate optimisation strategy
there are other implementation factors that must be selected  This includes interpolation and sampling
methods  The need for interpolation is due to the mapping of pixel intensities to interstitial locations
once a transformation has been applied to an image  Thus interpolation is needed to estimate the
intensities at the new desired grid locations within the image  See  for a good overview of interpolation
methods in medical image processing 
A signicant consequence of selecting inappropriate interpolation methods can result in the generation
of many local extrema in the registration measure  This phenomenon is generally referred to as in
terpolation artifacts and this has been studied extensively for MI matching by Pluim et al  
  This
study shows the advantage of partial volume interpolation as described in Section    over linear
interpolation  The end result is a registration measure that varies more smoothly with transformation
parameters  
An example illustration of these interpolation artifacts can be seen in Figure   for partial volume
interpolation  This shows the relationship between the severity of the interpolation artifacts and the
number of bins used in the histogram  Notice that the artifacts are more pronounced for higher bin
numbers  These artifacts are generated due to the dispersing eect of the joint histogram when the
transformed points do not lie on grid points hence decreasing the MI between the two images  Recall that
a more dispersed density function has greater entropy  Thus if the joint histogram is more dispersed the
joint entropy will be larger and will yield less MI  This implies that partial volume interpolation favours

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Figure   Eect of histogram binning on interpolation artefacts shown in plots of MI verses translation
for a  bins b 	 bins c  bins 
grid aligning transformations as the local minima are present in between grid aligning transformations
i e  noninteger translations  Sampling rates are another important factor that can aect the severity
of interpolation artifacts 
Similar interpolation artifacts can be generated when using linear interpolation or any other method
as well  However for linear interpolation the process favours nongrid aligning transformations as local
maxima appear at noninteger translations as opposed to local minima in partial volume interpolation 
This occurs due to the blurring eect of the image when linear interpolation is employed thus resulting
in reduced entropy and the generation of a maxima in the MI function 
Interpolation artifacts can impede the optimisation process and may remove the possibility for subvoxel
accuracy  Thevenaz et al   state that the registration accuracy benets from splinebased higher
order interpolation schemes  They also explore the registration accuracy verses the number of Parzen
windows used in the density estimation and the respective width of the window function  They propose
that the width of the Parzen windows be tuned to levels in a multiresolution pyramid approach 
The second implementation factor that must be addressed is the sampling protocol  Generally though
the higher the number of samples the better estimate of the MI measure and the more computation
time required for registration  Similarly the lower the number of samples the less accurate but faster
registration speed  Viola et al   typically use 
 samples as a trade o between noisy derivative
estimates and the registration speed  Similarly for techniques based on Collignons et al  approach
 the whole image content can be used in the joint histogram estimate or a subsample or even a
supersample depending on accuracy and speed requirements 
Thurfjell et al   register MRSPET images and investigate how sparse sampling can be used to
increase speed performance of MaesCollignons algorithm  Sparse sampling the number of bins and
prior image smoothing were investigated to see the eect on accuracy and robustness using simulated
and real data  It was shown that to speed up registration while retaining robustness smoothing of the
data prior to registration was used and a coarse to ne sampling protocol where the number of bins
were dependent on the sub sampling factor was employed  Comparable accuracy was achieved but with
more than a ten fold increase in speed 
	
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
 Application Specic Issues
The MI measure has been applied to a variety of imaging modalities and registration applications since
its introduction in 
  This may have involved a simple application of the MI measure to new data
sets such as registration of a modality to an atlas or a new clinical application for example  However
unless the specic use of MI has been in a new or novel way it will not be discussed here  These sorts of
issues are left as further research for the interested reader  MI has also been commonly used to correct
for certain defects which are introduced in specic modalities  These are also application specic issues 
A few examples of these are briey described 
One technique described in Section    was proposed by Studholme et  al   where a three com
ponent MI measure is used to register PET images with MR images that had undergone intensity
inhomogeneities  Intensity inhomogeneities can often result during the acquisition of MR images  This
causes the same tissues to have a dierent MR signal at dierent locations along the length of the patient 
The authors incorporated this phenomenon into the registration measure by encoding MR intensity and
spatial location along the direction of distortion into the MI measure 
Other researchers have used registration techniques to compensate for the error in voxel dimensions of
some clinical imaging systems especially MR  Hill et al  	 use a nine degrees of freedom registration
algorithm including a scaling factor that maximises MI to determine the scaling errors  Studholme et
al   used a twelve degree of freedom global ane registration technique incorporating multiresolution
optimisation of MI to register MR and CT images with uncertain voxel dimensions and also CT gantry
tilt  The authors demonstrated the improved accuracy without loss of robustness when compensating
for these errors as compared to a straight rigid body registration 
An interesting yet unrelated approach to MI is presented by Nikou et al   to register images with
gross dissimilarities due to the growth of a tumour for example using robust pixel similarity metrics
robust Mestimators  The algorithm presented compares favourably with the MI measure which was
shown to have quite good robustness to outliers 
 Measures related to MI
There exists in the literature several other similarity measures that have been shown to be similar in
some respects to MI  Leventon et al  
 present a slightly dierent approach compared to MI  They
incorporate prior information on the joint intensity distribution of the images when correctly aligned
given a priori registered training images  The joint probability density of the training data is modelled
using either a Gaussian mixture model or Parzen windowing  The latter approach is usually preferred
however as the EM algorithm is sensitive to the initialisation of the parameters and can sometimes result
in an inaccurate prior model of the joint intensities  Registration is then computed by maximising the
loglikelihood of the two images given the transformation and the prior joint intensity model  Powells
optimisation algorithm is used to ascend the loglikelihood function  Results for this approach show
that it is a fast registration technique which has a large region of convergence and subvoxel registration
accuracy 
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Another measure which is quite related to normalised MI is the entropy correlation coecient presented
in   This measure shown below has been demonstrated to have performed better than MI in some
cases but not much research has been conducted on its use 
ECCX Y  
IX Y 
HX HY 
 
Interesting work has been presented by Roche et al    where they investigate some of the
underlying assumptions of popular intensity based similarity measures in order to better understand
their use and aid in the correct selection of a similarity measure for a given problem  They show that
the search for an optimal measure can be cast into a maximum likelihood estimation problem  They also
present results of a rigid registration to illustrate the importance of choosing an appropriate similarity
measure  They showed that in some cases the correlation ratio was more ecient than MI  This was
due to a more restrictive hypotheses of the correlation ratio than MI  This fact suggests the importance
of constraining the relationship between images in some cases 
 Comparison Studies
A great deal of comparison studies have been presented comparing the abilities of the MI measure with
many other registration techniques  Other papers have dealt with proving the clinical applicability of
MI 
    The majority of all these studies however demonstrate that the MI measure is generally
quite powerful and robust in a wide range of situations  This section will provide a sample of some of
these comparison studies 
Studholme et al   compare four intensity based similarity measures for registering clinically acquired
MR and CT images  These images can also sometimes be quite heavily truncated i e  images taken
only over a small region of interest  The soft tissue correlation and MI measures where shown to be
most robust providing results comparable to or better than those from manual pointbased registration
for all but the most truncated image volumes  Studholme et al   later compared ve intensity
based similarity measures for registering MR and PET images  Again the MI measure proved the most
robust particularly to the initial starting estimate 
A similar study was also conducted by Holden et al  	  They evaluated eight dierent intensity
based similarity measures for rigid registration of MR images both clinical and simulated images  The
measures based on joint entropy in particular MI and normalised MI produced the best consistency 
MI was also compared to finformation measures the class to which MI belongs in 	  These measures
were shown to produce better registration results in some cases however the registration functions were
often less smooth and more dicult to optimise  Other measures have also been shown to produce better
results than MI in  which compares ve measures for the registration of MR and SPECT images 
As mentioned in Section   of the report the most comprehensive comparison study is presented by
West et al  
  This study also demonstrated the accuracy and robustness of the MI measure  It
produced results comparable with the prospective pointbased registration method using fudicial markers
which was taken as the gold standard  There are also many other similar comparison studies in the
literature  Although occasionally MI is outperformed by other measures for certain applications they
generally present positive results for MI registration 
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 MI in Stereo Vision
Stereo vision is a popular passive method of depth perception whereby depth information is inferred
from two images of a scene that are taken from dierent perspectives  The human visual system perceives
depth and D spatial relationships routinely and with apparent ease 
  However computerised solutions
for stereo vision fall far short of the human ability particularly where natural images are concerned 	 
Recently MI has found use in the stereo vision eld as a similarity metric  In this section a brief
overview of the use of MI in this eld along with an overview of stereo matching algorithms will be
presented 
A fundamental problem faced by stereo vision algorithms is the issue of identifying corresponding points
or features in the two images  This is generally known as image matching or the correspondence problem 
Figure   shows an overview of a generalised stereo vision paradigm  It shows the relationship between
the main processes involved in a stereo vision system namely rectication preprocessing matching and
reconstruction 
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Figure   Generalised stereo vision paradigm 
To some readers the inclusion of stereo vision in this overview of MI in rigid registration may seem
questionable  However stereo vision can be considered a type of image registration  This is because in
both cases the aim is to match one image to another and both cases require some form of correspondence
evaluation  The main dierence however is that in the image registration case the process lies in
estimating a transformation that will spatially align two images  However in stereo vision the aim is
to search for the disparity estimate between corresponding points in order to generate a depth map 
Stereo matching techniques are generally categorised according to the type of matching primitives they
utilise 
  The three main categories are described below 
Areabased techniques are the most common form of stereo matching methods available  They are
characterised by the use of the intensity values in the stereo images  These intensities are com
pared using various matching metrics in order to estimate the disparity  Examples include the
sum of absolute dierences SAD sum of squared dierences SSD and normalised cross corre
lation NCC 
  Areabased techniques arose from to the notion that the amount of information
contained in one pixel is not sucient for unambiguous matching  Therefore regularly sized pixel
neighbourhoods are compared using various matching metrics 
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Transformbased techniques apply a transformation to the intensity values in the stereo pair prior to
actual matching  Examples include simple ltering and other nonparametric transforms such as
the rank and census transforms 

  These transformed images can then be matched using any
of the areabased approaches 
Featurebased techniques are distinguished by the fact that image features are used as the matching
primitives  Examples include edges vertices and polygons which are all obtained through a feature
extraction process  The best match is then derived by comparison of the symbolic representations
of these features 
The main advantage of areabased approaches is that they produce dense disparity maps  This is very
benecial as it yields a detailed D model of the scene or object  Their main disadvantage however is
that they suer from poor edge localisation and depth blurring due to neighbourhood operations 
Featurebased approaches only yield sparse D data since the correspondence and hence D information
is available for the detected and matched features only  The benets of this approach however include
good edge localisation and faster matching due to the smaller number of extracted features  Disparity
values for intermediate positions i e  in between feature points must be obtained through interpolation 
Transformbased techniques are generally used to overcome some of the problems faced with most stereo
matching methods  Typically this includes random noise and the eects from radiometric distortion 
Their other advantages and disadvantages however are akin to the those of the areabased techniques
as they employ the same matching primitives 
The rst group to introduce MI into the stereo eld was Chrastek et al    in   However the
extent of that work was very limited and the results given where quite unsatisfactory  The MI was not
used as a measure to estimate the disparity rather is was used to align stereo pairs in order to achieve
the epipolar constraint  The authors stated however that MI is probably not suitable for stereoscopic
images  The explanation given was that the perspective distortion and occlusions inherent in stereo
images disabled the criterion to work properly 
Later work by Egnal  in  showed that MI does in fact show some promise for stereo matching
applications  They presented a MI measure based on Shannons information and compared it to a more
traditional crosscorrelation stereo matching algorithm  A condence measure was also computed on
the similarity curve to estimate the condence of the match  Egnal demonstrated the ability of the MI
measure to overcome changes in lighting between the two views  particularly for images with a wide
baseline or from dierent spectra  The main drawback of Egnals approach however is that it is more
sensitive to noise than the crosscorrelation measure and the algorithms robustness is quite susceptible
to the eects of bland regions 
In an attempt to help overcome some of the eects of bland regions Fookes et al   presented a
MIbased stereo matching algorithm incorporating adaptive windows  The size of the matching window
was expanded in the horizontal direction depending on the amount of information contained in the
windows  This approach helped to increase the statistical power of matching windows which can
become signicantly decreased in smaller windows due to the small sample size available  Fookes et al 
also demonstrated the robustness of MI against changes in illumination  This factor is quite signicant
as most stereo matching algorithms suer in the presence of radiometric distortion any circumstance
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Figure   Stereo pair a b and generated disparity map c 
caused by dierences in camera parameters such as gain bias and gamma factor  An example of a
generated disparity map is shown in Figure   for a real stereo pair taken of a street scene containing
a parking meter  This was generated using the algorithm proposed in  with some added leftright
consistency measures 

 Conclusion
MI is an extremely versatile similarity measure which has recently undergone much research since its
origination  Stemming from information theory this measure relies solely on the intensity values within
an image and negates the need for any segmentation or other feature extraction methods  Assuming
only a statistical dependence between images this measure has outperformed most other intensitybased
metrics such as correlation for multimodality registration 
MI yields robust registration results in a diverse range of situations and with many dierent imaging
modalities  The original techniques proposed by Viola et al   
 and Collignon et al    for
mulated the MI measure directly with the use of entropy or via the KullbackLiebler measure  Both
approaches also relied on nonparametric methods to estimate the underlying probability density func
tions  This included Parzen window density estimation and normalised frequency histograms 
However despite the success and popularity of the MI measure it has been shown that there are cases
when maximising the MI measure will lead to incorrect spatial alignments  This may be due to the
presence of local or spurious global extrema  which may be a result of interpolation artifacts small
image overlap or the absence of adequate spatial correlation in the images  Thus ongoing research into
improving the robustness of this measure is still continuing 
Researchers have investigated the use of hierarchical registration techniques in particular multiresolu
tion approaches in order to increase the speed robustness and accuracy of the registration measure 
Normalised measures have been developed and have proven to be a worthy extension of MI for improving
its overlap invariance signicantly  Multivariate MI has also been proposed as an avenue for incorpo
rating extra information into the registration process to aid in the solution convergence or improve
accuracy 


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There has also been much research into selecting the appropriate optimisation strategies for MI regis
tration  The answer to this issue however lies in the specic requirements of the application  Generally
a trade o between accuracy and computational eciency must be achieved  Other issues that will im
pact on the robustness and accuracy of the registration are interpolation and sampling strategies  It has
been well documented that interpolation artifacts can hamper the optimisation process signicantly and
may even remove the possibility for subvoxel accuracy  Sampling rates are generally intertwined with
multiresolution approaches in the optimisation process  In a coarsetone approach the sampling rate
is often increased starting from high subsamples which provide fast computation but sacrice accuracy 
Higher sampling rates and even supersampling may then be used to increase the nal registration
accuracy 
The generality and simplicity of the MI measure however is not always an asset  Several research
groups and comparison studies have shown cases where the MI measure has been outperformed by
other similarity measures  Often this is due to a more restrictive hypotheses of the alternative measure
than compared to MI  In   it suggested that in some cases it is important to constrain the
relationship between images rather than relying on general information theoretic measures such as MI 
MI has also recently found use in stereo matching applications where it is used as a computational
measure to estimate the degree of similarity between matching windows in a stereo pair  The optimal
match is taken as the one in which the MI is maximal thus allowing for subsequent disparity estimation 
Its original introduction in the stereo eld was quite disappointing  It was stated that MI would not
be a viable measure for stereoscopic images  However later work revealed that the measure has great
promise for stereo matching showing abilities to obtain correct matches in images containing signicant
radiometric distortion 
The basic idea behind MI rigid registration is quite simple and eloquent  nd a transformation that
when applied to two images will yield the most or maximal amount of MI between the two  Yet the
underlying mechanics of the measure can be much harder to interpret  Thus must research has been
performed in order to better understand this measure and to dene where some future improvements may
be found  Although many avenues have been heavily exhausted some issues are still left unsolved  This
includes the extension of multivariate MI into the registration of three or more images simultaneously 
Previous use of the multivariate case only used the extra information to help guide the registration of
two images  Further investigation into the most optimal way to incorporate spatial information with
the MI measure is also still required  Nevertheless MI has proved to be a very successful measure and
will no doubt be a signicant aspect in image registration for years to come 


Chapter 
General Overview of Non Rigid
Registration Techniques
Rigid registration is composed solely of a rotation and translation and literally preserves the rigid body
constraint i e  a body is rigid and must not undergo any local variations during the transformation 
This type of registration is distance preserving  This infers that the distance between any two points
in an image remains unchanged during a rigid registration also note that ane registrations are often
considered rigid as well  They include an added scaling and shearing factor 
Rigid registration is adequate for many applications in medical imaging  This includes multimodality
and intrapatient registration  However for interpatient registration the rigid body constraint is no
longer acceptable as it does not account for the nonlinear morphometric variability between subjects
 i e  there exists inherent anatomical variations between dierent individuals resulting in brain
structures that vary in both size and shape  In order to overcome these local variations algorithms
that allow one image to deform to match another image were invented  These techniques are generally
referred to as nonrigid registration techniques  However they are often described by a number of terms
including deformable matching nonlinear registration and elastic matching etc 
Nonrigid registration has also found signicant use in patientatlas matching applications  This can
facilitate statistical analysis and the study of clinical demographic or functional trends in the anatomy
or physiology of the brain   It also allows for automatic segmentation procedures i e  nonrigid
registration of the individual patients scan with a segmented brain atlas   Other applications include
registration of intraoperative images with preoperative images to help deliver intraoperative guidance
during a surgical intervention  As a whole nonrigid registration entails a much more complicated
problem 
A nonrigid registration denes a deformation eld that gives a translation or mapping for every pixel
in the image  This is generally described by the following relationship 
I
f
	 T x  I
f
x ux  I
r
 
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In the above expression I
f
is referred to as the oating image that is undergoing the deformation while
I
r
is the reference image  T denotes the nonrigid transformation which equates to a translation of every
pixel x in the oating image by a certain displacement dened by the displacement eld ux 
There are many ways of estimating the required displacement eld ux in equation    In this section
the major approaches that are found in the literature will be briey described  This includes deformable
models optical ow elastic and viscous uid models spline warps truncated basis function expansion
methods and also local registration approaches  This section however is provided as more of a reference
for the following chapter which will describe the role of MI in the nonrigid domain 
 Deformable Models
Early work on nonrigid registration was based on the use of deformable models which were originally
introduced in the computer vision eld for use in computer graphics  These models have a mathemat
ical basis that can be derived from geometry physics and also approximation theory  The physical
interpretation perceives deformable models as elastic bodies that respond naturally to applied forces
and constraints 	  Deformable models were originally presented by Kass et al  	 for the case of
D curves in D images  Generally referred to as snakes these D deformable curves are represented
by a parametric contour contained in the image plane x  y 
 

  This contour is represented as
 s  xs  ys
T
 where x  y are the coordinate functions and s 
    is the parametric domain 
The shape of the contour subject to an image Ix  y is determined by the following functional 	 
E   S   P   
This functional can be interpreted as a representation of the energy of the contour  The nal shape of
the contour corresponds to the minimum of this energy  The rst term in this expression is known as
the internal deformation energy and this is described by the following equation 
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The two parameters seen in equation   characterise the deformation of the contour w
 
s and w

s
control the tension and the rigidity of the contour respectively  The second term in equation   refers
to the coupling of the snake to the image  This is expressed as follows 
P  
Z
 

P sds  
Where P x  y denotes a scalar potential function dened on the image plane  The implementation of
snakes to images is accomplished by designing external potentials whose local minima coincide with
intensity extrema in the image ie  edges or any other features of interest  Thus this will attract the
snake to lie on these points of interest 
The snake or D contour  s which minimises the energy E  must satisfy the EulerLagrange equa
tion  This signies the balance of both internal and external forces when the contour is at equilibrium 
The above deformable models are generally referred to as energyminimising deformable models  This
can be thought of as a static problem  However it is possible to formulate this approach in a dynamic
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way such that the snake can evolve to equilibrium  These are termed as dynamic deformable models 
This technique not only allows the quantication of static shape but also shape evolution through time 
The case of a D dynamic snake can be extended from the previous static application by inserting a
timevarying contour  s  t  xs  t  ys  t
T
with a mass density s and a damping density 	s 
Thus the Lagrange equations of motion for a snake with the internal energy as given in equation  
and external energy as given in equation   is given below 
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In this expression the terms from left to right represent the inertial forces damping forces internal
stretching bending forces and external forces respectively  See 	 for a more complete description of
deformable models 
Early use of snakes lay in segmentation whereby the model is used to extract the boundary of an object
attracted by edge information in the image while still maintaining internal rigidity dened by the model 
Snakes have also been used in motion tracking  A process similar for the purpose of segmentation is
used however each snake is used as an estimate for the snake in the subsequent frame  These D snakes
were later extended to D surfaces by Cohen et al  	 and were used in similar avenues i e  extraction
of D surfaces and motion tracking of D objects 
Feldmar et al  	 have shown that using dierential geometrical information about the contour can be
used to partially recover lateral motion along the contour something that is generally hard to obtain  An
application for interpatient registration is also shown  However as a whole deformable model based
approaches are quite sensitive to initial positioning and are susceptible to any neighbouring features
that may cause incorrect matching  Another signicant drawback is that they operate only on surfaces
and require segmentation prior to applying the model  There is also the problem of extending the
deformations to the whole image an issue which has yet to be solved   Generally deformable
models require some user interaction in order to produce accurate results 
 
 Optical Flow Approaches
A lot of early nonrigid registration techniques stemmed from the optical ow eld whereby small
deformations are found in temporal sequences of images  Supposing that there exists a continuous set
of images It of an object Ot evolving over time   Optical Flow then attempts to recover the
velocity of the physical points of Ot by the intensity variation of the image pixels  This can only be
accomplished however by assuming that the intensities do not change over time i e  a physical point
pt of Ot will always be observed with the same intensity in all images It  
Itpt  constant  	
This is the fundamental assumption made by optical ow techniques  Thus dierentiating the above
equation with respect to t yields the following 
rItp
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where v denotes the velocity of the point p at time t  Rearranging gives
rItp
T
v  
dI
dt
p  
In general though this above equation is ill posed as the constraint on the velocity v is not enough to
determine it completely   Thus v is usually constrained to be as small as possible in order to nd
the following
v  
dI
dt
p
jjrItpjj

rItp  
Optical ow methods have been used by several researchers in the computer vision eld  	 	  How
ever a notable nonrigid registration algorithm was proposed by Thirion  in 
 which considered
nonrigid registration as a diusion process  This approach incorporated entities known as demons
into the image which were used to deform an image locally using equations derived from optical ow 
Thirion  also classied nonrigid registration techniques into attractor and demonbased methods 
The former is the case where model boundaries are sampled regularly and forces are applied which are
derived from the closet points of the attracting boundary as in deformable snakes  However Thirions
demonbased method regularly samples the scene boundaries each point being a demon and forces
are orientated from the inside to the outside of the object if the corresponding model point is labelled
outside or the opposite if the label is inside  These forces act to locally deform the model to push it
into a mold 
Based on optical ow theory Thirions algorithm denes a motion correction eld given by up which
is based on a normalised version of equation   approximated at the rst order  This is described by
the following expression
up 
Ip J 	
"
T p
jjrIpjj

 Ip J 	
"
T p

rIp  
where up denes the displacement of a point p between two images I and J and 	
"
T is the transfoma
tion being applied to image J   This equation represents the demons forces in Thirions terminology 
Generally it provides a fast and robust nonrigid registration however it assumes that intensities between
matching images are the same  See   for a more complete description of this approach 
Related work is presented by Cachier et al   who present a nonrigid matching algorithm by gradient
descent and a study and improvement of the demons algorithm  They propose nonrigid matching
into a minimisation framework using a least squares criterion SSD also assuming that intensities of
points dont change over time  Gradient descent within a multiresolution approach is used to minimise
the criterion  They also show that the demons algorithm is an approximation of a second order
gradient descent on this criterion  Better registration results are also shown with the introduction of
two weightings into the smoothing lters  a priori and a posteriori weighting to improve the minimisation
solution and tackle presence of occlusions 
The signicant drawback of the above approaches is that they assume constant intensity between images
thus removing the ability to register multimodal images  Guimond et al  
 however present a method
for multimodality image warping using the demons algorithm and adaptive intensity corrections  This
method iterates between correcting for intensity dierences between images and performing standard
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monomodal registration  The authors provide a method that nds the transformation that maps the
intensities of one image to those of another  It makes the assumption that there are at most two
functional dependences between the intensities and relies on robust estimation techniques to evaluate
these functions 
 Elastic Models
The earliest work on nonrigid registration involved the use of elastic models  Broit 	 formulated this
elastic deformation as a cost function minimisation problem using a correlation measure  Bajcsy et al 
 later extended this work using a similar measure which acted as external forces to drive a linear
elastic model  Bajcsy was also the rst to utilise a multiresolution approach to nonrigid matching 
Elastic models like viscous uid models are often referred to as physical continuum models  These
models stemming from computer vision and computer graphics ensure that the deformation eld is
physically smooth  They can also be described in terms of a sequential relationship between four factors
 displacement strain stress and force   This relationship is illustrated in Figure    The forces
and displacements are external factors while the stress and strain are internal factors  The relationship
between these last two is determined by the physical model used 
Force Stress Strain Displacement
Internal Factors
External Factors
Physical Model
Figure   Relationship between physical factors 
In terms of the model of elasticity the deformations ux are linked to the external forces fx by the
linear operator of elasticity L such that
Lux  fx    
where x  x
 
  x

  x

 are the image coordinates and ux is the displacement eld  The linearisation
of the elastic model implies that the above equation is only valid for small deformations  The linear
operator of elasticity is dened by
Lux  r

ux   rr
T
 ux  
where r

 r
T
r is the Laplacian operator  Equation   with L dened in equation   is referred to
as the Navier linear partial dierential equation PDE of elasticity  Several methods exist to solve this
PDE  Examples include the successive overrelaxation algorithm nite elements and convolution using
a linear lter   The amount of deformation that occurs is determined by the properties of the object
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ie  Lames elastic constants  and  as seen in equation   which are intrinsic characteristics of the
elastic model  Relatively large  and  correspond to a strong elastic model  The stronger the model
the more rigid the object is assumed to be  The deformation is then determined by solving equation
  subject to a body force f  
The body or driving forces are usually derived from factors such as the image intensities and image
gradients  A common choice is the sum of squares measure  The use of such measures allow for an
automatic elasticmodel based nonrigid registration  However other features in the image can also be
used to drive the deformation by using dierence functions e g  surfaces at structure boundaries  These
approaches require a segmentation step prior to applying the deformation  The elastic modelbased
approaches also rely on the assumption that the intensities remain constant between the images being
matched  This limits the application of the elastic model to intramodality matching only 
One of the most signicant disadvantages of the elastic model however is that the elastic deformations
are characterised by restoring forces that increase linearly with the deformation  This often prevents an
image from being fully registered with another image   An example of this is shown in Figure  
which illustrates a square deforming to a rectangle but doesnt reach the nal target shape due to the
internal restoring forces of the elastic model  To overcome some of these disadvantages Christensen 
introduced the viscous uid model 
 a  b  c  d
Figure   Deforming a square into a rectangle using the Elastic model  Registration is hampered by
internal restoring forces  a Original Image b Target image c Registered image d Deformation
eld 
 Viscous Fluid Model
The distinct disadvantage of the elastic model is that it often does not allow complete registration due
to the internal restoring forces that increase linearly with the deformation  This inhibits the generation
of any large local deformations  This observation was noted by Christensen  who proposed the
use of the viscous uid model instead  Christensen argued that the viscous uid model can handle
large deformations without breaking the image topology  This is accomplished by allowing the internal
restoring forces to relax as the image deforms over time 
In a simple viscous uid model equation   and equation   applies to the instantaneous velocity
eld vx  t instead of the displacement eld  A viscous uid model diers from the elasticity model
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because the restoring internal forces are relaxed over time thus allowing the images to be fully registered 
This model also permits much larger deformations while still maintaining the topological properties of
the deformed object  The NavierStokes viscous uid partial dierential equation used by Christensen
 is shown below 
r

vx  t   
rr
T
 vx  t  bx ux  t    
where vx  t is the instantaneous velocity of the displacement eld ux  t at time t  The term
bx ux  t represents the applied forces and the parameters  and 
 are the viscous uid coecients 
This is solved at each time step and similarly to the elastic model the driving forces are derived from
image dierences and intensity gradients  An example of the viscous uid algorithm is shown in Figure
   Similar to Figure   a square is deforming into a rectangle however in this case the viscous uid
model allows full registration including the generation of sharp corners 
 a  b  c  d
Figure   Deforming a square into a rectangle using the Viscous uid model  Full registration is
achievable  a Original Image b Target image c Registered image d Deformation eld 
BroNielsen et al   
 present a fast implementation of the viscous uid algorithm which is at least
an order of magnitude faster than Christensens original implementation   This was accomplished by
deriving convolution lters using the fact that the partial derivative equations are linear  BroNielsen
et al  
 also demonstrated that Thirions demonbased method  described earlier in Section  
is an approximation to the uid method 
To date the viscous uid registration algorithm is perhaps the most adept method at recovering large
local misregistrations that exist between two images  It has since become a popular approach for non
rigid registration and some variations of it are now appearing see for example   However like the
elastic algorithm the viscous uid model can only be used on images from the same modality as it
assumes similar intensity values between images  This is due to the use of measures such as the SSD to
produce driving forces for the algorithm 
Although the viscous uid algorithm is capable of handling much larger local deformations compared to
the elastic model it comes with a greater chance of misregistration  A common situation that can occur
when using the viscous uid algorithm is that new structures and regions can be generated from the
edge of another structure  This may occur however instead of a translation or deformation of another
structure resulting in a misregistration  It is important that the images undergo a rigid registration
prior to the application of the viscous uid algorithm  This removes the global dierences between the
images leaving only the local anatomical dierences which must be recovered  These local dierences
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are then found using the viscous uid model which is designed to locate the nearest local maxima 
Without the prior rigid registration the generation of new structures is much more frequent 
Another disadvantage of the viscous uid algorithm is a blurring of the source image due to multiple
intensity interpolations which occur during the regridding process of the viscous uid algorithm  This
regridding must take place when the Jacobian of the transformation for a pixel falls below a certain
threshold thus avoiding singular transformations   This involves applying the current deformation
eld to the source image then labelling this image as the new source setting the deformation eld
to zero and then continuing on as usual  The interpolation of intensity values at each regridding is
necessary as the estimated transformations usually map intensities to interstitial locations  The nal
result after application of the viscous uid algorithm is an image which is blurred due to the multiple
intensity interpolations 

 Spline Warps
One popular approach for nonrigid registration derives the deformation via the implementation of a D
thinplate spline warp  In this approach an image is represented as a thin metal plate which undergoes
certain deformations at selected points within the image generally referred to as landmark points  The
thinplate spline has an elegant algebra that expresses the dependence of the physical bending energy
of the thin metal plate to these point constraints  
For D image registration two D thinplate spline warps are required  One for the deformation in the x
and ydirections respectively  Thus two D thinplate spline warps are used to describe an interpolation
map from R

to R

relating two sets of landmark points  In medical images these landmark points
are generally specic points of interest within the image i e  anatomically signicant landmarks  The
initial and nal location of those corresponding landmark points are then used to evaluate the required
deformation at those locations 
The theory of thinplate splines as a mathematical interpolant was established early in  and later for
image registration in   However they were rst used in shape deformation applications by Bookstein
 in   The fundamental basis function used by the thinplate spline is given by the following
expression 
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 U  r
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 
where r is the distance
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 from the Cartesian origin  The function Ur also satis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Thus U is a fundamental solution of the biharmonic equation #

U   the equation for the shape of
a thin metal plate vertically displaced as a function zx  y above the x  yplane  Note that this basis
function is the natural generalisation to two dimensions of the function jxj

which describes the common
D cubic spline  
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A thin metal plate which is subjected to vertical displacements at selected points with any arbitrary
spacing will minimise the D bending energy of the metal plate  This is equivalent to minimising the
following expression 
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The minimisation of this energy represents a smoothness criterion which imposes constraints on the
deformation eld ensuring that the deformation in between the known landmark points varies smoothly 
Note that this process is repeated twice  for the deformation in the x and y directions respectively 
In this nonrigid registration approach the thinplate spline is used as an interpolant  This means that it
is used to calculate the displacements at locations in between landmark points with known deformations 
The D logarithmic radial basis functions which are used by the thinplate spline have a global support
i e  a deformation at any landmark point in the image will aect induce further deformations on the
rest of the image  Other basis functions can also be used to produce dierent spline warps  The choice
of basis function will determine the extent of the deformation and its region of inuence  The Bspline
for example uses a basis function which only has a local support  i e  the deformation aects only
a small neighbourhood around a particular landmark  It does not aect the entire image  Other basis
functions include the Gaussian multiquadratic  and elastic body spline  
Thinplate splines are used quite commonly in the literature for image registration    Most ap
proaches for medical images assume the existence of landmark points at known locations which have been
manually selected 	  Rohr et al   use approximating thinplate splines which weights landmarks
by the level of uncertainty in their location  Kim et al  	 proposed an automated thinplate spline
approach whereby an arbitrary set of landmark points are given initially and iteratively repositioned
such that the deformation optimises a measure of registration  This technique is one which is often used
in conjunction with MI and this will be discussed in the following chapter 
Lester et al   combine a viscous uid deformation with a spline warp to produce a fully automatic
nonlinear registration with a large number of landmarks  This approach was presented as an avenue
for overcoming the blurring of the nal image which occurs during a uid deformation as discussed in
section    First an arbitrary set of landmark points are dened on the original image which then
undergo a uid deformation  As a result of the deformation the landmark points will be dispersed 
The centre of masses for the nal positions of these dispersed points are then found to determine the
translation for each landmark  The translations at these landmarks are then fed into a thinplate spline
warp hence requiring a minimum of pixel intensity interpolation  Although this approach combines the
power of the viscous uid algorithm with the interpolation benets of the thinplate spline warp it is
extremely slow due to the execution of two distinct deformation algorithms 
Overall the thinplate spline provides an eective avenue for transferring the deformation at known
points to the entire image  However the complexity of a thinplate spline registration greatly increases
with higher degrees of freedom  This hampers the registration of images which have large local defor
mations as the required degrees of freedom would be too great  Typically a registration using thinplate
splines can utilise anywhere from  to  landmark points  This equates to  to  degrees of freedom
as each landmark point has  degrees of freedom 
	
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Thinplate splines compute the registration through the existence of point features  However several
other featurebased nonrigid registrations also exist  This includes curves and surfacebased registra
tions  The surfacebased registration was briey outlined in Section   of the report which uses D
deformable models  The majority of the work conducted on curvebased registration however has been
carried out by Thirion et al  
 	  In this work crest lines are extracted from D images and then
deformably matched based on a spline t of the crest lines  The warp is then propagated to the rest
of the image by extending the pointtopoint correspondence between the crest lines to the whole D
space  Reasonable accuracy can be achieved around the crest lines however registration accuracy in
between the crest lines can suer considerably due to the small number of features extracted from the
D image 
 Truncated Basis Function Expansion Methods
Another avenue for performing a nonrigid registration is where the deformation eld may be expanded
in the form of a truncated set of basis functions  The eect of dierent basis functions and the size
of the truncated set will determine the degree and space of possible deformations 
  D thinplate
splines for example use basis functions which have global support i e  a deformation in one part of the
image can aect all other regions in the image  When using Bsplines however deformations will act
only in a local neighbourhood without aecting the entire image  This is because the basis functions of
the Bspline have only local support  Many dierent basis functions exist  Other common examples are
the sinusoidal and wavelet basis functions  
The truncated basis function expansion approach can be described as dening a deformation eld ux in
the spatial domain by a set of basis function coecients fu
k
g in the spectral domain   Other related
work includes the nite element models whereby the elasticity partial dierential equation may be solved
for a subset of locations within the image which are taken as nodes of the nite model  Deformations
for locations in between node points are then determined using nite element interpolation  
Interesting work is present by Szeliski 	 where a nonrigid registration can be treated as an energy
optimisation problem formulated into a Bayesian approach  Thus the registration process lies in max
imising an a posterior distribution which is derived from the prior and likelihood distributions  The
relationship between these three distributions is generally expressed in the following way 
pujd  pdjupu  
where pu represents the prior distribution which imposes constraints on the deformation eld and
pdju represents the likelihood which measures the match between the two images i e  the probability
of obtaining the image data given a certain deformation  The term pujd is the posterior distribution
which is a measure of the probability of obtaining the deformation given the image data  This term
must be maximised to obtain the optimal deformation for a given prior model 
Other groups have also adopted a Bayesian approach for nonrigid image registration  Wang et al  

 formulate a Bayesian approach using elastic and viscous uid models incorporated with statistical
shape information  The statistical shape information is derived from a sparse set of forces generated from
corresponding boundary points extracted from the images  This extra information is used to constrain
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the deformation produced from only the elastic and viscous uid models and to prevent cases when an
unreasonable registration may result 
Chen et al   present a D deformable registration in a Bayesian formulation using a statistical image 
Anatomical variations between subjects are represented in the form of statistical models which are then
embed into a D digital brain atlas  The atlas is used as a reference and the statistics function as prior
knowledge which help to guide the deformation process  The registration is then formulated as nding
the deformation that gives the highest posterior probability 
Other related areas include the work by Gee et al    who models the crosscorrelation between
image intensities as an energy function  An elastic energy prior is then used to constrain the deformation
and impose smoothness in the transformation  Szeliski et al   proposed a sum of squared dierences
measure on the intensity values to be used as a likelihood function  Zero and rstorder continuity
constraints were then used to regularise the transformation and constrain the deformation 
 Local Registration Approaches
The vast amount of degrees of freedom introduced during a nonrigid matching must be controlled by
imposing certain constraints on the deformation eld  This ensures the existence of a smooth and con
tinuous deformation eld  Several dierent methods for imposing these constraints have been illustrated
in this chapter  Generally this includes modelling the whole image as a deformable body such as an
elastic or viscous uid body such that the possible space of deformations are controlled by the internal
constraints of the model  This is often referred to as a dynamics problem  
Nonrigid registration can also be made possible through local registration approaches and several meth
ods exist to accomplish this  A very common approach is where an image is subdivided into small
windows which are then translated with respect to the second image to maximise some similarity cri
terion  This similarity criterion can be dened globally however most often it is dened locally  This
approach as used by Collins  for unimodal registration is the technique which was used to extend
MI from the rigid to the nonrigid domain  The use of MI in nonrigid registration will be described in
the following chapter 
Another common method often referred to as a block matching method is where a grid of control
points are dened on an image which are each taken as the centre of a small window  These windows
which usually overlap their neighbours are then translated to maximise a local similarity criterion  The
location of the maximum can be found through an exhaustive search or with the use of local optimisation
strategies  The location of the maximum then represents the existence of a corresponding window in the
second image the centre of which being the homologue point of the corresponding grid point dened in
the rst image  Thus this block matching approach can be used to generate two corresponding sets of
control points or landmark points between two images  This information can then be used to generate
a sparse deformation eld with the translations known at each of these grid points  An example of a
sparse eld generated using block matching procedures is shown in Figure   
By using these control points with known deformations in a nonrigid registration constraints are being
imposed on the space of possible deformations  This has been described as a static constraint problem
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Figure   Deformation eld calculated using a block matching procedure  a Original image b
Deformed image c Rescaled dierence image d estimated deformation eld 
 or an interpolation issue as the problem then becomes one of how to interpolate the deformations
at these known locations to the rest of the image  Several techniques also exist to accomplish this  A
method very suited to this is the thinplate spline warp described earlier  This technique relies on the
existence of two corresponding sets of points between the images  It does not matter whether these
were found manually or with the use of an automatic block matching procedure  Thus the thinplate
spline can be used to interpolate the deformations at these known locations to the entire image using
D logarithmic radial basis functions 
One of the simplest approaches however is to convolve this sparse deformation eld with a D Gaussian
kernel Gaussian smoothing to propagate the deformations to the rest of the image  It has been
described in  that Gaussian smoothing is equivalent to solving a heat or diusion equation  Thus
this approach equates to an oversimplied version of a physical modelbased algorithm such as the
elastic or viscousuid model  As modelbased techniques are solved in an iterative process the two
choices essentially become whether to perform Gaussian smoothing on either the nal or incremental
deformation eld  The rst choice equates to an oversimplied elastic transformation while the second
choice equates to an oversimplied viscous uid transformation  
As described in Section   there are many local registration techniques  This includes local rigid
ane projective and curved transformations  The local rigid and ane transformations are sometimes
used in the literature to implement a nonrigid registration  In this process the image is rst divided
into a series of subimages which are then locally rotated and translated to optimise a local similarity
criterion  The main problem however then becomes how to overcome the tears and overlapping sections
of the image which result during the local registration as seen in Figure    The thinplate spline can
also be used in this instance to interpolate across the image and overcome the tears and overlapping
sections in the image 	 
Kostelec et al   also use the TPS for this reason  In this approach images are rst aligned with the
rigid registration presented by Unser et al   where images are represented as multiresolution spline
pyramids  The images are then partitioned into quarters and aligned independently using the same
rigid registration repeating for smaller and smaller regions  The resulting image which contains gaps
and tears is interpolated using the thinplate spline  The results presented were robust to noise with
excellent alignment of features  However these type of local registration approaches are seldomly used
for nonrigid registration as compared to the previous approaches described above 
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 Hierarchical Registration
The importance of using hierarchical and multiresolution approaches in image registration has been
demonstrated many times in the literature  As discussed in Section    hierarchical techniques are
used to increase the performance speed and accuracy of a registration algorithm as well as helping to
avoid problems associated with local minima in the optimisation cost functions  However the use of
these approaches in nonrigid registration become even more signicant and important  Apart from
the complex structure of the images being matched the vast amount of degrees of freedom that can
exist in a nonrigid registration can be quite enormous  All these factors lead to the generation of an
optimisation function which can be extremely complex in nature containing numerous local minima 
Thus often making the use of hierarchical registration techniques a necessity rather than an optional
luxury 
An excellent review of hierarchical approaches used in nonrigid registration is provided by Lester et
al    This review presents a classication of hierarchical strategies into three main groups  where
the registration at successive levels in the hierarchy increases in data complexity warp complexity or
model complexity  The rst and third categories were briey described in Section     They represent
a hierarchy of image detail generated through scales spaces or image pyramids and a hierarchy of
increasingly sophisticated registration models for example a rigid followed by a nonrigid registration 
The second category however describes how a nonrigid registration can vary with warp complexity  An
example of this case is the thinplate spline warp where the extent of the warp depends on the number of
landmark points dened in the images  Increasing the number of landmark points will in turn increase
the complexity of the warp  Readers requiring further information on these approaches are referred to
 
 Conclusion
The introduction of nonrigid registration algorithms provided the ability to deform one image in order
to match it with a second target image  The need for this ability aroused from applications such as
interpatient registration and patientatlas matching  Both of these cases involve the registration of
images which may contain signicant anatomical variations resulting in brain structures that vary in
both size and shape  There are however numerous approaches which can be used to implement a non
rigid registration  The general aim being to estimate a deformation eld which maximises some criterion
while imposing certain smoothness constraints on the deformation 
Early use of deformable models provided one avenue of generating a nonrigid registration  However
the use of these models could not fulll the whole requirements of a deformable registration  They
were heavily dependent on their initial alignment required a presegmentation and they also suered
from the inability to extend the deformation to the entire image  Optical ow techniques can produce
good results in constrained situations  However they require the intensities to remain constant between
images  This removes the possibility of using them for multimodal registration  It can also inhibit their
ability to be used in monomodal registration as intensity inhomogeneities can often be generated in the
same imaging device  Optical ow techniques are also only used to recover small image deformations 
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Elastic models belong to a class of nonrigid registration algorithms that model the entire image as
a deformable body  They are sometimes referred to as physical continuum models  These models
ensure that the deformation eld is physically smooth  Furthermore the internal characteristics of
these models dene the degree of deformation possible  However the elastic model suers from strong
internal restoring forces which prevent it from fully registering images  This problem was overcome
by the introduction of the viscous uid model  This model is perhaps the most adept at recovering
large local deformations in images to date  However both these physical continuum models rely on the
assumption that the intensities remain constant between images  They are also very computationally
expensive algorithms  A faster alternative to these models was created with the introduction of the
demonbased nonrigid registration method 
Thin plate spline warps have become an increasingly popular tool for implementing nonrigid defor
mations  This is particularly so for images where specic points of interest are known or can be easily
identied  Truncated basis function expansion methods provide a way to control the degree and space of
possible deformations depending on the basis function selected  These techniques can also be favourably
employed with a hierarchical strategy that increases in warp complexity due to the easy addition of ad
ditional basis function coecients  The introduction of Bayesian approaches into nonrigid registration
has also been an interesting approach  It has permitted the incorporation of statistical models thus
allowing the user to set a priori models on the allowable deformation and impose smoothness constraints 
Block matching procedures provide the ability to automatically estimate any number of corresponding
points between images  This information can then be used to propagate a deformation to the entire
image using techniques such as kernel convolution or even a spline warp  These landmark points serve
as static constraints which impose smoothness on the possible deformations  Other local registration
approaches include splitting an image up into smaller subimages and locally rotating and translating
them to optimise some local similarity criterion  However care must be taken with this approach to
avoid problems associated with the tears and overlaps which occur during the local registration 
As outlined in Section   of the report validation is an extremely important issue in medical image
registration  However the diculties encountered in validating rigid registration procedures appear
small in comparison to those of nonrigid registrations  This is due to the signicantly more complicated
nature of a nonrigid registration  Images can often undergo transformations consisting of hundreds or
even thousands of degrees of freedom  The sheer size of these transformations often require them to
be executed within a hierarchical approach to decrease computational costs  These problems are even
further compounded with the lack of or virtually nonexistence of nonrigid ground truth data  This
makes validation and comparison of nonrigid registration algorithms extremely dicult  Thus the area
of nonrigid registration is still quite an active area of research and will continue to be for some time to
come 
		
Chapter 
Mutual Information in the
Non Rigid Domain
Nonrigid image registration is an essential tool required for overcoming the inherent local anatomical
variations that exist between images acquired from dierent individuals or atlases  Chapter  has
given an overview of some of the methods employed to compute such nonrigid registrations  However
although many of these methods are quite adept in recovering the local variability between images they
are generally restricted to intra or monomodality registration as most methods assume the existence
of constant intensities between images  This is particularly the case for dynamic modelbased methods
which rely on pixeltopixel intensity dierences to compute the external forces required 
Recently there has been a need to compute multimodal nonrigid registrations in a lot of clinical applica
tions  The most prominent application of this is in the registration of preoperative and intraoperative
images   A prime example is in the use of intraoperative MRI  The aim being to perform the least
invasive surgery possible with added guidance from intraoperative MR imaging  However despite its
many advantages the imaging capabilities of intraoperative MRI is limited due to specic surgical
requirements when compared to that of conventional diagnostic MRI 
	 
To overcome this problem images acquired preoperatively are registered to the intraoperative MR
images  This allows the display of preoperative anatomical and pathological tissue discrimination in
the interventional eld 
	  However another issue which further compounds this problem is known
as brain shift  This refers to the event where the brain may deform or shift during surgery  This is
predominantly due to cerebrospinal uid leakage and tissue resection  Thus a multimodal nonrigid
registration is required to accomplish accurate matching of pre and intraoperative images 
MI has demonstrated its power and robustness for use in multimodality registration in the rigid domain
repeatedly  Consequently due to the limitations of the earlier nonrigid registrations and the need to
perform in a multimodal context there has been an emergence of multimodal nonrigid registration
methods employing the use of MI and information theoretic measures 
Meyer et al   was one of the rst to introduce MI into the nonrigid domain in order to produce a
multimodal nonrigid registration  This approach involved the use of a thinplate spline warp to recover
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the local variability between multimodal images  This method will be described below along with the
many other methods presented in the literature  The major dierences between the methods however
lie in the way the MI is calculated  This is accomplished either globally or locally  There are also many
ways of calculating the smoothness of the deformation eld  ranging from free form or constrained by
an underlying physical model  Generally most methods ensure smoothness of the deformation eld by
ltering of the vector eld andor by terms to constrain local deformations  However the techniques
discussed below will be grouped according to a global or local MI classication 

 MI Calculated Globally
Global MI is the term used to describe algorithms which compute the MI based on the data contained
in the entire image  This global measure can then be utilised in several dierent ways to compute a
nonrigid registration  Perhaps one of the most popular approaches to achieve this in a global manner
is the thinplate spline TPS warp  This technique described previously in Section  
 provides an
elegant way to compute the deformation of an entire image from two sets of corresponding landmark
points 
Meyer et al   were one of the rst groups to incorporate MI into a TPS warp  They also demonstrated
the accuracy and clinical versatility of MI for automatic multimodal image registration using the TPS
warp and also the general ane transformation  The spline warp uses a vepoint TPS for thoracic
images  The control points are initially user dened but their positions are later rened by the optimiser 
Later work by Kim et al  	 also use MI as a global cost function with a TPS warp in order to
automatically unwarp rat brain autoradiographs  However unlike traditional TPS warping algorithms
initial control points are dened independently from feature landmarks 
Further work by Meyer et al   increases the amount of degrees of freedom DOF using MI and a
global TPS transformation to register an image to an atlas  In this approach  control points are
distributed within the atlas yielding  DOF  The  control points are used as a compromise between
the viscous uid methods huge DOF and the typical  DOF ane mapping  The authors state that
this amount of DOF is suciently small so as to prevent unjustied local deformations as in creating
a tumour to match the patients data when using a tumorless model but still sucient DOF and
robustness to more accurately deform in order to t a wider variation in patient geometries  However
a user must also identify and supply this technique with  control points in the patients data that are
approximately homologous to the rst  control points in the atlas set of  
Other global MI approaches are based on freeform deformations FFD such as that proposed by
Rueckert et al   for application to breast image registration  In this work the authors show that
nonrigid registration is much better able to recover the motion and deformation of the breast than
rigid or ane registration algorithms  A hierarchical algorithm is developed where an ane registration
models global motion and local motion is described by a FFD based on Bsplines  Normalised MI is used
as the similarity measure  Registration is then achieved by minimising a cost function which represents
a combination of the cost associated with the smoothness of the transformation and the cost associated
with the image similarity  Uniform spaced control points are used which are also matched with the
current resolution level 
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As described in Chapter  Bsplines are locally controlled and have a limited support i e  one control
point only aects deformations in the local neighbourhood of that point  They are also computationally
more ecient than TPSs  The resolution of the control point mesh dened by the number of points
and their respective spacing characterises the degree of deformation  For example large control point
spacing is used to model global nonrigid deformations while small spacing can be used to model non
rigid deformations which are more pronounced at the local scale  The resolution of the control point
mesh denes the number of degrees of freedom and consequently the computational complexity  Similar
to the TPS warp the Bsplinebased FFD is constrained to be smooth by the minimisation of the D
counterpart of the D bending energy of a thinplate of metal 
Denton et al   compare the Bspline based FFD nonrigid registration algorithm described in 
with rigid and ane registration  The nonrigid registration was shown to give better results as it sig
nicantly reduces the eects of movement artifact in breast MRI  This may enable better visualisation
of small tumours and those within a glandular breast  Bruckner et al   also describe how an elastic
matching algorithm produces much better results for mammographic images compared to rigid regis
tration  However the authors do not use MI in the algorithm  MI is only used as a quality measure
to judge the eectiveness of the match after registration  In most cases the elastic algorithm achieved
much higher increases in MI than that of the rigid registration 
Rueckert et al   present a nonrigid registration using higher order MI  This concept described in
Section    of the report involves the use of cooccurrence matrices of neighbouring voxel intensities 
An example is the use of second order MI calculated using second order entropy  The higher order MI
was implemented in a nonrigid registration algorithm presented in    The improved technique
was shown to produce accurate and robust results in the presence of intensity variations which may
be caused by RF inhomogeneity in MR images  These local intensity variations can often aect the
accuracy of a nonrigid registration using standard MI 
Another avenue to compute a nonrigid registration using global MI is proposed by Hata et al  
	 for
deformable registration of pre and intraoperative images for MRIguided brain surgery  In this approach
images are divided into subvolumes and then a search is conducted to nd optimal translations for each
subvolume  An energy function that measures goodnessofmatching is formulated as the sum of a voxel
similarity measure MI and an elastic regularization energy  Drawing an analogy to elastic registration
the authors use a potential energy to measure the work done by the external deforming force  This
potential energy is then minimised to constrain the deformation elastically 
RezkSalama et al   

 present another nonrigid registration of pre and intraoperative images based
on piecewise linear transformations  Nonrigid deformations are modelled by adaptively subdividing
the data sets into piecewise linear patches  The vertices of these linear patches are transformed for
optimal alignment with the reference image using a multidimensional optimisation to maximise MI 
Multiresolution renement is done adaptively by analysis of a local renement criterion based on a
measure of the computed MI and the upper limit of MI based on relative entropy 
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 MI Calculated Locally
A nonrigid registration can also be computed using MI calculated on a local scale  Thus only local
intensity variations around a specic point or region of interest are used to estimate deformations
required in a nonrigid matching  Several dierent methods can also be used when adopting a local
approach  Two of the most popular approaches are the block matching approach and local registration
approaches which were described previously in Section   
Block matching approaches involve the formation of a grid of control points in an image with each
point being taken as the centre of a window  These windows are then translated to maximise a local
similarity criterion  The estimated deformations at these control points are then propagated to the
entire image via methods such as Gaussian or TPS interpolation  Gaens et al    were one of the
rst to implement an approach such as this  Their technique is a variant of the unimodal registration
method proposed earlier by Collins  where image transformations are found by dividing images into
regions and translating them as to increase the local similarity criterion  Gaes et al   use MI as the
similarity criterion and the displacements are propagated to their neighbours with a Gaussian window
function assuring continuity and smoothness of the deformation eld 
Lau et al   also present a similar block matching approach to produce a fully automated non
rigid registration that maximises a local voxelbased similarity metric  Overlapping image blocks are
rst dened on a D grid  The transformation vector eld representing image deformation is then
found by translating each block so as to maximise the local similarity measure  The resulting sparsely
sampled vector eld is median ltered and interpolated by a Gaussian function to ensure a locally
smooth transformation  A hierarchical approach is also used  Authors compare MI normalised MI
correlation ratio CR and a new symmetric version of the CR  Results showed that the symmetric CR
gave comparable registration to MI in intra and intermodality tasks at full sampling and is superior to
MI in registering sampled images 
Another avenue for using MI locally is in a local rigid registration where an image is divided into
subimages which each undergo local rotations and translations as described in Section    The
main problem however then becomes how to overcome the tears and gaps which appear in the resulting
transformed image  TPS are one avenue for overcoming this problem  Likar et al  	 is one group which
utilise the TPS for this purpose in their MIbased nonrigid registration  Images are rst progressively
subdivided and locally registered rotations and translations then elastically interpolated with the
TPS  A local threefold registration consistency test and correction of shading were also employed to
increase the overall registration performance 
Another signicant problem which occurs in nonrigid registration when using locally computed MI is
the generation of incorrect matches from the small statistical power of the joint histogram from which
the MI is dened  The statistical power directly related to the size of and the number of samples
contained in the image subsets or matching windows can become too low when small windows are
employed  This reduces the ability of the registration algorithm to estimate the correct deformation as
additional local maxima are introduced into the local optimisation functions  Several researchers have
proposed methods to help overcome the eects of small statistical power 
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To improve registration Likar et al  	 also used a combination of prior and oating information on the
joint probability  This increases the registration speed at coarser levels enables a registration of ner
details and provides additional guidance to the optimisation process  Rogelj et al  	 also incorporate
prior information in their comparison of a local entropybased voxel similarity measure with other local
elastic matching algorithms 
Maintz et al   present another avenue for overcoming the small statistical power  First they use global
MI to rigidly align images  From the global rigidly aligned joint histogram they extract the conditional
probability densities in one image given the intensities in the second image  The nonrigid registration is
then performed by dividing the images into windows and optimising the local grey value correspondence
probability based on the conditional probability as a function of translations  The conditional measure
was checked with MI and was found consistent  However the main drawback of their method is the
implicit assumption that probabilities computed after rigid registration are good approximations of the
same probabilities after uid matching 

 Conclusion
The recent need for multimodal nonrigid registrations in certain clinical applications has resulted in
an emergence of deformable matching algorithms employing MI  The actual ways of incorporating MI
into a nonrigid registration is quite varied  However the most obvious distinction is the way in which
the MI is calculated  This includes global MI in which the entire image data is used or local MI in
which only a local neighbourhood of image data is used in the calculation  There are also many ways
of calculating the smoothness of the deformation elds  Most methods however ensure smoothness of
the deformation eld by ltering of the vector eld andor by regularisation terms to constrain local
deformations 
Perhaps the most popular global MI approaches are based on the TPS warp  Once a set of control
points are dened in the images with correspondences known it is possible to compute a smooth and
continuous deformation led for the entire image  A lot of TPS approaches rely on user interaction to
supply the initial control points  However more recent techniques are using automatic methods based
on a uniform set of control points whose positions are rened during the registration 
FFDs are another avenue for using global MI in a deformable registration  Like the TPS warp the
amount of deformation allowed or its DOF depend on the resolution of the control point meshes  The
more control points the higher the possible deformations  FFDs based on Bsplines for example are
also computationally more ecient than the TPS and aect the space of possible deformations dierently
due to its limited support  Both FFD and TPS approaches have been applied to a variety of applications
including MR breast image registration and registration of pre and intra images 
Local MI is generally used in two main ways  Firstly in block matching procedures which divide an image
up into smaller windows which are translated to maximise a local similarity criterion  The estimated
deformations at the centres of these windows grid points are then propagated to the entire image using
methods such as Gaussian convolution or TPS interpolation  The second approach is when the local MI
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is used to compute local rotations and translations in smaller subimages  The tears and overlaps which
result from this process are often overcome via the use of TPS interpolation 
A signicant problem faced by nonrigid algorithms employing local MI is the small statistical power of
the image subsets  Registration results can suer considerably when windows are used which are too
small resulting in the introduction of false extrema in the optimisation function  Several approaches to
overcome these side eects include the incorporation of conditional and prior probabilities into the MI
formulation 
Generally the problem of computing multimodal nonrigid deformations using MI is a signicantly more
complex and less researched problem than MI in the rigid domain  As such further developments are
required and research into this topic will continue for some time  The most optimal way to actually
implement MI in a nonrigid registration is unclear  Several approaches have been proposed yet very little
comparison and quantitative analysis has been conducted on them  There are also nonrigid registration
techniques which have not been incorporated along with MI  The physical continuum models elastic and
viscous uid models are classic examples of this  Also whether or not MI itself is the best measure to
be used in a multimodal deformable registration is still yet to be proven  Other approaches such as that
by Guimond et al  
 who use the demons algorithm and adaptive intensity corrections have shown
that their approach may be more appropriate than MI in the context of evaluating highdimensional
deformations  This is due to the more constraints which their approach places on the parameters to be
estimated and thus permits a better search of the parameter space 
In any case the generation of more automatic accurate rapid and robust algorithms will increase
the likelihood that multimodality registrations will be routinely used to aid clinical diagnosis and post
therapeutic assessment in the future 
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